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2.3. The technique of linkage (liaison). 
In the preceding section we studied problems related to the non-
singularity of the Hilbert scheme Hilbp1 at a rational point 
3 (X cJP) where F = Fk. It should not be difficult to understand 
that this is in general a rather hard problem. Already the ques-
tion of existence a (smooth connected) curve x1 with a given 
degree d 1 and arithmetic genus g1 , sometimes with additional 
requirements such as h 0 (_!X(s)) > 0 for a given s, is a non-
trivial one. We often solve it by linkage (liaison), and we link 
x1 Cthink that x1 exists) to a curve x2 of low degree d 2 and 
arithmetic genus g 2 where we know existence. Reversing this 
process, we may prove the existence of x1 ::JP. 
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No•.r ins·tead of' considering the problem of the non-singularity of 
at (X1 :=F) directly as we did in Section 2.2, we may 
a connection between the non-singularity of Hilbp1 at 
s']:d the non-singularity of HilbP2 at (x2 :: JP) where 
x1 sT·:':. ~:2 are linked by a global complete intersection Y. 
In. t:C.:L:: .::::ction we answer this problem, and also when the linked 
ct~:rv·e X .. , c: JP of a "generic" curve 
c.-
~;: F of some irreducible 
cc:-cq;r::~c.o.t of HilbP1 is itself a "generic" curve for some com-
ponent of H5.lbp2. To be precise we will be studying how defor-
mations o:i:.' x1 _:: P correspond to deformations of x2 .= P. It is 
not S1.l~o~·.:·.~~·;!:G that one rather have to study the connection bet-
ween defcD,<ations of x1 _::Y£F and of x2 ::Y,::F where Y = X1 UX2 
is a g:'c.dbal complete intersection of two surfaces of degree f 1 
and r 2 • So we are situated on the Hilbert-flag scheme D(pi;f1 ,f2), 
ar_cl here the connection is very nice. Indeed if D(p;f)CM is the 
open .s.1.0:y_·l:8:::Je of D(p;f) consisting of objects (X,:: Y,:: JP) such 
th:cJ.t X ::~.:.~ Gohen Macaulay and equi-dimensional and such that Y 
is a C!.:l.!lplete intersection in lP of type 
see (1 o3o''l"l)' then 
are isomorphic. Now if HilbbM is the Hilbert scheme of curves 
in lP (2.2.7), we know that 
is smooth at (X,::Y,::JP) under some conditions (1.3.4-) or (1.3.14), 
and in these cases HilbP1 and Hilbp2 are closely related. In 
particular (x1 ,::F) is a non-singular point, resp a rrgeneric 11 . 
point of a. component, of HilbP1 iff (x2 :: JP) E Hilb~ is 
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correspondingly.. As byproducts we also prove 
an1 the exact sequence of (1.3.10) will 
m~{e it easy to find h1 (~X ) provided 
-1 
therefore, in some cases, 
we know h1 (Nx ). Finally 
2 
~·re ir·::~;~,..,~d.uce what we call the postulated dimension of a reduced 
co!l1pOEe-::lt V of the Hilbert scheme which is the number 
where &2 , defined in (2.2.7), belongs to a sufficiently general 
curve (X~ JP) of V. Then we prove that V has postulated 
dimension, i.e. dim V = 4d + & 2 , iff the "linked" component has 
postulated dimension (2. 3.16). 
To begin with, we recall some basic facts about the notion of 
liaison as proved by Peskine and Szpiro in [P.S~. 
L8·t k be a field and let x1 ,:: ~ and x2 .:: JP~ be closed sub-
schsmfls 1'Th08·9 union Y = X1 U X2 is a global complete intersection 
in Jl' ~ o If x_1 and x2 are equidimensional, without embedded 
components and without common irreducible components, then x1 
and x2 are ~ometrically linked by Y. It follows that 
) v v 
1x /Y = 0x ' !x /Y = 0x 1 2 2 1 
( 1) 
where (-)v = Ho~ (-,Oy)• See [P.S.,(1.1)J. Moreover if x1 • y 
and x2 are Cohen Macaulay, one knows by Gorenstein duality that 
(2) 
Then dualizing the exact sequence 
o -> !x. /Y -> oy -> ox. -> o, 
~ ~ 
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it follows from (1) and (2) that 
(3) 
li:::/i'' let Y := JP~ be a global complete intersection and let X. cy 
:L-
be G~~csed subschemes for i = 1, 2 such that ~ and x2 are 
eq·;;j:}i:'lsnsional and without embedded components. Then by defini-
tj.on x1 and x2 are algebraically linked by Y if ( 1) holds 
[P.S.,§2J. Again we deduce (2) and (3) provided the x. 
l. are 
Cohen Macaulay. 
Further!llore we have the following important result rP.S.,(1.3)]. 
Let X&::-.> Y be a closed embedding of equidi-
mensi(mal projective k-schemes of the same dimension, and 
let X be Cohen Macaulay and Y be Gorenstein. If X' '-> Y 
is defined by the sheaf of ideals lx'/Y = 0~ in Oy, then 
X' is Cohen Macaulay and equidimensional of dimension dim Y. 
?l•.;.3-:-scy,::;:e (1), (2) and (3) holds if we replace x1 by X 
Now we will state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
For th:i.s we need to have a notion of liaison satisfying (3), and we 
will t~erefore make the following definition of linkage used in 
v this paper. First note that if we define X' cY by Ix, /Y = OX = 
_Eomo ( Ox,Oy) where X c y is given and if x" = (X') I' then by 
y 
dualizing 
0 -> IX/Y -> Oy -> OX -> 0 
we find a morphism 
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ox" c::_> lx ' /Y 
and since there are natural mor-
:phiG.lllS 
IxiY -> I±;¥ -> o~ I = Ix" /Y , 
it follows that 
X" c X. 
Definition 2.~.2. Let X~> Y be a closed embedding of projec-
tive k-schemes,. and define X' c::..> Y by IX' /Y = 0~ as 
ab'Jve. 
i) vle sa:y that X c...> Y is linkable if the natural morphism 
and th9 composition of natural morphisms 
aTe is·:nnorphisms. Under these conditions we also say that 
X c..> Y and X 1 ~> Y are linked, or link, or that X and 
X 1 are linked by Y. 
ii) If any x E Ass(OX) satisfies 
OX = Oy , 
,x ,x 
we say that x~> y is geometrically linkable, 0~ that 
XC-> Y and X 1 1~ Y link geomet:t'ically. 
Note that the definition (2.3.2i) is just (3) of (2.3.1), from 
which (2) and (1) follows easily. Moreover by (2.3.1), X~> Y 
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is linkable provided X is Cohen Macaulay and equidimensional, 
Y is Gorenstein and equidimensional and dim X= dim Y. And under 
these conditions, together with requiring that Y is a global 
complete intersection, the notion of linkable, resp. geometrically 
li!:·t:e:-,J..e, of (2.,3.2) coincides with the algebraic, resp. geometric 
notion of liaison of [P.S.]. 
B3fcJ.:·o stating the theorem, we will see how the Hilbert polynomials 
of X and X' correspond. 
r~e..~:T£-Q_?::?<~· i) Let Y = V(F1 , ••• ,Fr)_::~ be a global complete 
j_rr:;ersection of type .f. = (f1 , ••• ,fr) with Hilbert poly-
rc.m.ial q, and let xc..> Y satisfy the conditions of (2.3.1). 
If X, resp. the linked scheme X', has Hilbert polynomial p, 
resp. p'' and if 
r 
f = ~ E1 f . , then l..= l.. 
p( v) + ( -1 )n-rp' (f-n-1-v) = q( v) • 
ll) If n = 3 and r = 2, and if the degree, resp. arithme-
the:i.J. 
X and X' is 
d + d I : f1f2 
f +f -4 
g .~ g t = ( d -d I ) 1 2 2 0 
d and 
Horeover in this case 
1 





h1 (ox(v)) = h0 (IX'/Y(f2+f2-4-v)). 
g and g I ' 
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Indeed the exact sequence 
0 -> IX/Y -> Oy -> OX -> 0 
together with 
see CA.Ko,I,(2.3)], imply that 
Using that the dualizing sheaf wy on . Y satisfies wy .::::: Oy(f-n-1), 
and using duality on X', we find that 
Then we easily obtain the relationship between the Hilbert polynomi-
als p and p' as above, and also the formulas for the degree 
and genuso Moreover the expressions for h0 (Ix;yCv)) and 
h1 (ox(v)) are indeed easyo 
Finally to prove 
we use the exc::~.et sequence 
0 -> I:y ~ IX -> IX/Y -> 0 
together with n1 (I:y(v)) = 0 and n2CI:y(v)) ~ H1(0y(v)), and we 
deduce that 
0 -> H1 (Ix(v)) -> H1 (Ix;y(v)) -> H1 (0y(v)) 
is exact o We have already seen that 
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and so by dualizing the exact sequence above, 
is exact., Hmvever the cokernel of 
is H 1 ( I;x, ( v' ) ) 
Thus 
as required .. 
because 
We now come to the theorem 
is surjective. 
Tb~~ 2o3.4. If q is the Hilbert polynomial of a global com-
plete intersection of type f = (f1 , .... ,fr) in ~ and if 
p and p' are polynomials satisfying 
p ( 'J) + ( -1 )n-r p' (I: f i -n-1-v) = q ( v), 
then tb_ere is an isomorphism 
Recall that D(p~f)_::D(p,q) is an open subscheme (1.3.11) and 
that the K-points of D(p;f)CM' k.c..> K a field extension, are 
objects (XcYcJP xSpec(K)) with X Cohen Macaulay and equi-
dimensional. Thus D(p;f~M:=D(p,q) is open:) 
The key lemma of the proof of (2.3.4) is this 
Lemma 2 .. ) .. 5.. Let JP be a projective scheme over a field k, let 
(X!::Y,SJP xS) be an S-point of D(JP) and assume for all 







the corresponding Xs,::Ys of the fibers 
X' <;....> y 
for any 




the fiber morphisms 
= (X ) ' s where 




EE._oof. Let s E S and let m be the maximal ideal of 0 = 08 8 • 
' Put o. = 0/mi, 
~ 
J. = ker( 0 ..... 0. 1 ) ~ ~ ~- and 
X. = X >< Spec ( 0. ) c Y. = Y X Spec ( 0.; ) • ~ s ~-~ s ... 
Thus o1 =:= k(s) 
H~~ Cox. ,oY.) Y. ~ :i.. 
~ 
and Moreover let 
and 
First we prov1=>. that 
Oxv ® o. 1 ~ ov 
. 0 ~- x. 1 ~ . ~-~ 
is an isomorpLi.S~-;1 . ., To see this we consider the following diagram 
of exact horizo~'Jt~c:·.l sequences 
Ov ,0., --
·-r ~ J. =~> 
.I.; 0 J_ 
-'- i 
ov i> ov X. x. 
~ ~ 
t~ 0 
recalling that J. 
~ 
is a k(s)-module, so 






Now the vertical arrow to the right in the diagram above is sur-
jective for any i. It :follows that the vertical arrow to the 
left is surjective, 'Vvhich t:herefore implies that the vertical 
arrow to the right is in(}eed an isomorphism. 
NGxt we prove that 
is an isomorphism. Note that I Ov 
-X' /Y = X and I(x )'/Y = 0~9 • s . s 
So the isomorphism above implies that X' -.> S is flat at s E S 
and that the fiber morphism (X') s ~ Ys of X' c Y at s E S coin-
cides with (Xs)' ~ Ys, i.e. that (X9 )' = (Xs)'. Now let x EX 
map to s E S via the structure morphism X• s. Then x E Y and 
abusing the language, x EX. 
~ 
and X E Y. ~ 
A = Oy , .-.~,x B = Oy x' 
' 
A. = 
~ 0x. ,x' ~ 
A 
B = lin l-3_,, 
<:'"·~-· -. 
A 
A = limAi, A v = Ho~(A,B) 
<-
Then it will b9 sufficient to show 
v ,.,. Av A ®B -> 1 • B 1 
Since we alrsa~~:y kn.ovl 
Av ® o .cr::: Av 
. . 1 . 1 J. o. J.- J.-
J. 
we deduce that [EGA,o1 ,(7.2.9)] 
(limA~)~ B1 =:: A1v. 
<..-- J. B 
~ 
Moreover one knows that [EGA,o1 ,(7.2.10)] 
as well. Put 
and AY = Hom... (A. ,B.). J. . .Jj. ~ ~ J. . 
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" " limA~= Hom.J\(A,B) 
<-:-- ~ ~ B 
and we conclude as expectedD 
Finally it remains to show that 
x" = x. 
We kn.GW x" ~X, so let 
A 
= Av ®B 
B 
be exactD Since X11 is S-flat and (X") 8 = (Xs)" = Xs, 
b N l X" = x4 · d and so -:1· a..lcayamas emma, , as requJ.re • 
Note that we can easily continue the proof and we will see that, 
vTith assumptions as in the lemma, X and X' are linked by Y. 
Proof of (2.;?.4).. If S = D(p;f)CM and if (X_sY~JP X S) is 
the restriction of the universal object of D(p,q) to S, then 
by (2o3 .. 5) there is an object (X' cYcJP X S) E D(JP)(S) which by 
- - ""' 
Starting with S = D(p';f)CM and using (2.3 .. 5), we have an in-
verse, and the proof is complete. 
Note that it is not necessary for the theorem (2.3.4) to deal 
only with global complete intersection Y ~ ~ • Indeed let JP 
1) 
be any projective k-scheme and let D(p,q)CMG be the open sub-
scheme of D(p,q) consisting of points (X~Y~JP) with XC-> Y 
as in (2.3 .. 1). If (X~Y~JP) is a given k-point of D~p,g.)CMG' 
1) Use for instance [H4, V, § 9]. 
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and if the corresponding linked object X' C-> Y has Hilbert poly-
nomial p', then the connected component of D(p,q)CMG containing 
(X~Y~lP) and the connected component of D(p' ,q)CMG containing 
(X' ,SY~JP) are isomorphic. This follows easily from (2.3.5) and 
(2.3.1) 
Now we come to the corollaries, and we restrict to the case of 
curves in JP = JP~o In the following D(p,q)CM is the open sub-
scheme of D(p,q) vJ"hose K-points are (X~Y~JPi) with X a 
curve over K (2.2.7), so D(p;f)CM~D(p,q)CM is open, and abu-
sing the language, we usually look upon the first projection 
morphism pr1 as defined on D(p;f)CM,i.e. the morphism 
is the composition of D(p;f)CM~ D(p,q)CM and the first pro-
jection morphism D(p,q)CM -> Hilb~. Note that pr1 as above 
is no longer in general a projective morphism. Since we work 
with curves in lPf, we sometimes write 
Hilb~ = H(d,g)CM' 
D(p;f)CM = D(d,g;f)CM 
where p(v) = dv + 1-g. If d' and g' are as in (2.3.3ii), 
we let 
pr,;: D(d' ,g' ;f)CM -> H(d' ,g' )CM. 
Coroll~ 2.3.6. Let f1,f2,d,g,d' and g' be numbers sat is-
fying the relations of (2.3.3), let UcH(d,g) be the open 
sub scheme whose K-points cxsJPi) satisfy 
and 
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for i = 1 ,2, and let u' ~H(d' ,g') be defined by the same 
conditionso Then the schemes 
U' (f) =U'npr'(D(d' g'·f) ) 
- 1 ' '- CM 
are open subschemes of H(d,g)CM and H(d' ,g')cM respec-




j' 0 j 






U(f) U' (f) 
where the restricted projection morphisms pr1 and pr1 
of the diagram are irreducible, surjective and smooth of 
relative dimension 
2 
2: h 0 (IX/Y(f.)), 
. 1 . l l= 
for any x' =(X' ~Y' ~JP)EU' (f)" 
In particular the irreducible, respo embedded, resp. con-
nected components of U(f) and U'(f) are an one-to-one 
correspondenceo 
We observe by (2.3.6) that the k-points of the 11 lin.ked" family 




r there exists Y of type f and a l 
= { (X'!:::lP) E H(d' ,g' )CMj curve (X~ JP) of U containing Y ( 
t such that X' and X are linked by Y J 
Moreover if X c JP is a curve of U(f) contained in a global com-
plete intersection Y of type f, and if X' cJP is the linked 
curve of X by Y, then we easily deduce by (2.3.6) that the local 
ring OH X of H == H(d,g) at (X_::JP) is non-singular (i.e. as 
' 
always smooth), resp. a complete intersection, resp. satisfies the 
condition ~' resp. the condition Sk' resp. is generically re-
duced (i.e" R0 ), resp. is without embedded components (i.e .. s1), 
resp. reduced, resp. normal (by Serre's criterion), resp. Cohen 
Macaulay, resp. regular, resp. an integral domain iff the local 
ring OH' X' of H' = H(d' ,g') at (X'_:: JP) is non-singular, resp. 
' 
a complete intersection etc. See for instance [A .. K.,VII,(L~.9)J. 
Furthermore X c JP is a "generic" curve for some irreducible com-
ponent of H(d,g)CM iff (X'_:: JP) is a "generic 11 for some compo-
nent of H(d' ,g')CM. Indeed we will call a sufficiently general 
point (X,:: JP) of an irreducible non-embedded component V of 
H(d,g)CM a "generic" curve for V. 
Proqf. Note that U is an open subscheme of H(d,g) by semi-
continuity [H1, III,(12 .. 8)], and that the restriction of the pro-
jection pr1 : D(p,f)CM -> HilbbM to pr11 (U) is smooth by (1.3.4). 
It follows that U(f), which indeed is equal to pr1(pr11 (U)), is 
open, and that 
pr1 : pr11 (U(f)) = U -> U(f) 
is smooth and surjective. By (1.3.13) it is irreducible, the same 
arguments apply to pr.;: (pr.;)-1 (U' (f)) -i> U' (f) as well. 
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To see that we have 
under the isomorphism D(p;f)CM ~ D(p' ;f)CM of (2.3.4), it will 
be sufficient to show that 
for i = 1,2 iff 
1 H (I~ I ( f i) ) = 0 and 1 H (I~71 (f. -4)) = 0 
-A 1. 
for i = 1 ,2, where X and X' are linked by some Y of type f. 
This equivalence follows from (2.3.3). Moreover the dimension 
formulas for the fibers are a direct consequence of (1.3.12). 
Finally for any irreducible morphism p : D -> H of finite type 
of noetherian schemes, we easily see by the discussion of (1.3.13) 
that the inverse image of a decomposition of H into connected 
components, resp. a topological decomposition of H into irre-
ducible components gives a corresponding decomposition of D. 
Moreover if we t~~e the inverse image of a decomposition of H 
into irreducible and embedded components, i.e. 
scheme, we obtain a decomposition 
D = Up-1 (H.) 
1. 
H = UH. as a 
1. 
into irreducible subschemes where the inverse image of the non-
embedded components are non-embedded by the topological argument. 
Hmvever, if p is smooth and if xED is the generic point of 
p-1 (Hi) where Hi is an embedded component, we deduce by the 
depth-formula 
depth OD x =depth OH (x) + depth(OD x ® k(p(x))) 
' ,p ' 
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and the corresponding dimension formula that 
depth On x <dim OD x 
. ' ' 
because depth(OD,:x 0 k(p(x))) = dim(OD,x ® k(p(x))), and we are done. 
Sometimes we just w~nt to know when we can deduce the non-singu-
larity of H(d' ,g') at (X' ~ JP) from the non-singularity of 
H(d,g) at (X;: JP), and we have 
Remark 2 .. 3.7. Let Xc JP = JP3 be a curve contained in a Y of k 
type f such that the morphisms y of (1.3.10), 
0 2 1 . 
Yxcy: H (N~r) ->. $ H (lx(fi)) 
1=1 
is surjective, ~nd the corresponding morphism of the linked 
curve 
is the zero map. Then if H(d,g) is non-singular (i.e. as 
always smooth) at (X~JP), then H(d' ,g') is non-singular 
at (X' .=JP)o This follows easily from (1.3.3), (2.3.4) and 
from [EGA,IV,(17.11.1)] since, according to the exact se-
quence of (1.3.10), Yx'cY = 0 iff the tangent map of 
pr~ at (X' ~Y.=JP) is surjectiveo 
Before giving examples, we observe that we via (2.3.3ii) can 
replace U(f) ~~d U'(f) by some smaller open subschemas and 
still conclude as i:n (2.3.6). Indeed if 
are maps where ~+ is the positive integers, we can consider the 
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open subscheme u1 of U(f) of curves XcJP where 
for all Va Then by (2.3.3ii) we transform these conditions into 
corresponding conditions for the linked curves, and these define 
a subscheme 
and U(f) 
U' cU' (f). 1- -· 
by u1 and 
Then (2.3.6) holds if we replace U(f) 
U1 respectively. 
Note also that if X5: JP = JPf is a curve which is generically a 
complete intersection over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero, then by (P.S.,(4.1)J there is a global com-
plete intersection Y of type f = (f1 ,f2) containing X with 
f. <max n1 . for j = 1, 2 such that the linked curve X' of X J- ]. 
by Y is reduced and the linkage is geometric. Moreover X' is 
non-singular, resp. locally a complete intersection, provided X 
is non-singular, resp. locally a complete intersection. Observe 
that 
max n1 . ~ max(e(X)+3,c(X)+2}. 1~i.:s_r1 ]. 
Indeed c (X) > e (X) implies max n1 . < max n~ .-2 = c (X) +2, and ]. - _..~]. 
c(X)::_e(X) implies maxn1i,::maxn2i-1 = e(X)+3 .. 
We consider the Hilbert scheme H(9,8)8 over an alge-
braically closed field k of characteristic zero, and we revie~ 
the family of (2.2.10i) which is the subset u1 n H(9,8)8 where 







for v ::_ 2. 
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Since xCI.xC2)) = -1, h1 CrxC2))~1, and so u1 is open by semi-
continuity. We have in (2.2.10i) seen that for any smooth 
curve XcJP of u1, h1(Nx) = o, and this is equivalent to 
saying that u1 nH(9,8)8 is smooth of dimension 4d = 36. 
We will now illustrate (2.3.6) by giving another proof for 
this, from which we also deduce some further informations. 
Since the resolution of I = $H0 (Ix(v)) must be of the 
form as in (2.2.10i), any XcJP of u1 is contained in a 
global complete intersection Y of type (4,4) where 
4 = maxn1i. This gives by (2.3.3) that the linked curves 
X' c JP satisfy 
d ' -- 7, g' - 4 
- ' 
for v = 2 
otherwise, 
and that by [P.S.,(4.1)], if X is non-singular, there 
exists Y of type (4,4) such that X' is non-singular. Now 
we consider the open set 
satisfying 
U' 1 of H(7,4)CM of curves (X'~JP) 
v<2 
-
1 {1 for v = 2, 
h (Ix,(v)) = 0 otherwise, 
and we observe that for any (X' ~ JP) E u.; n H(7 ,4 )8 there 
is a Y of type (4,4) such that the linked curve X c JP 
' 
of X' c JP by Y is non-singular. This follows from 
mro:::(c(X' )+2, e(X' )+3) = 4 
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and [P.S., (4.1 )]. Then by (2.3.6) u1 n H(9,8)8 is smooth, 
resp. irreducible, iff u,; n H(7 ,4 )8 is smooth, resp. irre-
ducible. And it is easy to see that u,; n H(7 ,4 )8 is smooth 
of dimension 4d 1 = 28 because d 1 > 2g' -2 implies H 1 (Ox •( 1 )) 
1 
= o. Hence H (NX,) = 0. Thus by (2.3.6) 
dim(U1 n H(9 ,8)8 ) + 2h0 (IX/Y( 4)) = dim(U1 n H(7 ,4 )8 ) + 2h0 (IX, ;y( 4)), 
and since h 0 (IX'/Y(4)) = h1 (oX) = 8 by (2.3.3ii), 
Furthermore if we accept that u,; n H(7 ,4 )s I is irreducible 
(Recall d' ~g' + 3 should imply H(7,4)8 integral, see 
[N,§2]), it follows that u1 n H(9,8)8 is smooth and con-
nected. 
Example 2.3.9. Let k be algebraically closed. Then there is a 
non-embedded non-reduced component V of H(14,24) and an 
open subset U of H(14,24), U~V, of smooth connected 
curves lying on smooth cubic surfaces. See (3.2.4) or 
[1'12]. By (3.1. 3) , 
1 H (I:z::(v)) = 0 for v~ (3,4,5} 
for any X_sJP of U, and one may also prove (use (3.1 .. 6iii)) 
1 1 1 h (Ix(3)) = 1, h Cix(4)) = 2, h Cix(5)) = 1. 
Using x(Ix(v)) :: x(OJP(v))- x.(OX(v)) and Riemann-Roch, 
we find that any X~ JP of U is contained in a global 
complete intersection Y of type (6,6). By (2.3.3ii) 
the linked curve X' cJP is of degree d' = 22 and arith-
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metic genus 0' 1 - 56 0 - • Moreover any X c JP of U is con-
tained in U(6,6) of (2.3.6) since 
and 1 H (I;x:(2)) = O, 
and (2.3.6) applies. Thus the linked curves X' ~JP belong 
to a non-embedded non-reduced component V' of H(22,56). 
Finally by using [P.S.,(4.1)], V' contains smooth connec-
ted curves. Indeed it will be sufficient to prove maxn1 i = 6 
where the n .. Jl belong to the graded resolution of I = 
~H0 (I;x(v)) for XcJP in u. We omit proving this. 
OUr next corollary is concerned with a family V of Hilbp and 
its corresponding 11 linked" family V' of Hilbp', and it relates 
the dimension of V' to the dimension of V. First to define 
V', we will here just consider those closed irreducible families V 
of HilbP, which appear as the image, via the first projection 
morphism pr1 , of some irreducible non-embedded component 
w,:::I5(p;f)CM where D(p;.f)CM is the closure of D(p;i')CM in 
D(p,g). Now start with such an irreducible closed subset V of 
Hilbp and give V the reduced scheme structure unless V is an 
irreducible component of Hilbp in which case we always endow V 
with the scheme structure induced from the scheme structure of 
Hilbp. Anyway by generic flatness [M 1, Lect 8] and by the smooth-
ness S.J.J.d connectedness of the fibers of pr1 : D(p;f) 011 --'> HilbbM' 
i,' see (1.3o12), there is an open subscheme · u.::vred such that the 
restriction of pr1 to pr11 (U) .::n(p;f)CM, 
is irreducible and smooth of relative dimension 
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. 2 
dim pr11 (U) -dim U =. L: h0 (I;x:;y(fi)) 
~=1 
where (X;:: Y;:: JP) E pri'\u) o In particular there is onl_:z one irre-
ducible component W of D(p;f)CM whose image via the first pro-
jection morphism is V, and using the isomorphism D(p;.[)CM.c:!D(p';f)CM 
of (2o3o4), W corresponds to an irreducible component W1 of 
D(p' ;f)CNo Then v.re define the "linked" family V' of Hilbp' by 
V' = pr1 (W') 
v.rhere pr 1 : D(p' , q) --> Hilbp' , and we give V' the reduced scheme 
structure unless it is an irreducible component of HilbP'. Now 
starting with V', then since there is only one irreducible compo-
nent W' of ~p;f)aM whose image is V', we deduce 
(V')' = V. 
Moreover there is an open subset U' c V' such that 
2 2 
dim.W' -dimV' = 2: h 0 (Iv 1 /Y(f.)) = 2: h1 (0x(f.-4)) 
. 1 ~ ~ . 1 ~ ~= ~= 
for any (X' ;:: Y _:: JP) of U' where X' G:-> Y and Xt::..> Y are linked a 
Note that when we talk about (irreducible) components of HilbP, 
or of D(p,q), or of some open subschemes of these, we always 
mean, unless explicitely mentioning the contrary, a non-embedded 
irreducible component endowed with the scheme structure inherited 
from the scheme of which it is a component. It follows that the 
dimension of the corresponding local ring at the generic point of 
W is zero, and such a component is reduced iff this local ring is 
a field. 
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Corpllary 2.3.10. i) Let v;:HilbbM. be a closed irreducible 
subset of HilbbM which is the imag~1f some irreducible 
component of D(p;f)cl"l· Then there is a well-defined 11 linked" 
p' irreducible closed subset V' of HilbcM such that (V')' = V 
Proof. 
and such that 
2 
dim V' = dim V + L: [h 0 (fv;y(f. ) ) - h 1 ( Ox(f. -4))] 
. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~= 
where X c JP is a sufficiently general point of V and 
where Y is a global complete intersection of type f con-
taining X. 
ii) Moreover if 
for i = 1 ,2, then V' is a.rt irreducible component of Hilbp, 
and in this case, if V itself is a reduced component, then 
so is V'. 
ii) By (2.3.3ii), 
V' is a component by (1o3.5). Now if V is reduced, then the 
component W of ~(p,f)CM which maps to V via the first pro-
jection is reduced. Indeed this follows from the smoothness of 
pr1 : pr::j1 (U) ~ Uo Thus W' is reduced, and so is V' since pr.; 
is smooth at points (X' ~Y~JP) satisfying H1 (I;x: 1 (fi)) = Oa 
This proves (ii). 
Our final corollary is concerned with the relationship between 
the algebra cohomology associated to x = (X~Y~JP) and the 
corresponding linked object x' = (X'~Y~JP) .. 
1) More precisely, the closure of the image. 
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CoroJJ-ary 2.3.11_. Let X be a curve in IP = IP~, let Y be a 
global complete intersection of type (f1 ,f2) containing X, 
and let X' be linked to X by Y. Then 
dim coker c.XcY - dim coker 1i:cY = dim coker o.X, cY- dim coker 1i, c y 
where a and 12 are as in (1.3.10). Moreover if the 
linkage is geometric, then 
2 2 
coker lxcy = 0 = coker lx, cy· 
Proof.. If d(x) is the category associated to X = ex.= YS JP)' 
see the discussion before (1.2.5), and if x' = (X_::Y~JP), then 
by (2.2.14) 
x(d(x)) = x(d(x')) 
because (4-f1-f2 )d + 2g = (4-f1-f2 )d' + 2g' by (2.3 .. 3ii). Using 
that the isomorphism D(p;f)CM ~ D(p';f)CM induces an isomorphism 
of tangent spaces, we have the first part of the conclusion of 
(2. 3.11). Finally suppose that f : X<::..> Y is generically an 
isomorphism, and let g : Y '-> JP be the embedding. To show 
2 
coker lxcy = 0, it will, by the big diagram of ( 1. 3. 1), be suffi-
3 3 cient to show that A (f,Ox) ~A (gf,Ox) is injective. According 
to the spectral sequence of (1.2.3), there is a commutative diagram 
A3(f,Ox)--> A3(gf,OX) 
t ;; 0 t 
H0 (A3(f,OX))--> H0 (!3(gf,OX)) 
where the vertical morphism to the left is an isomorphism because 
1 2 !_ (f ,OX) and !_ (f ,OX) have support in Xn X'. Moreover the 
local version of the exact sequence of (1.2.3) shows 
and we are done .. 
We may use (2.3o11) to compute 1 h (N;x), and for this we consider 
the exact sequence of (1.3.1 C); 
and we review (2.2.10ii) where now k is an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic zero. 
Expmple 2 .. 3o12. Let X be as in (2.2.10ii). We want to prove 
H1 (N~) = O. Since 
maxn1i_:max(c(X) + 2, e(X) + 3) = 5 
and since s(X) = 3, we may link X by a global complete 
intersection Y of type (3,5) such that the linked curve 
X' is reduced.(Indeed since X is smooth, we may essentially 
by [P .s .. , (L!-.1)] find a Y of type (f1 ,f2 ) such that the 
linked curve X' is reduced, where f 2 = maxn1i or larger 
and where f 1 is the degree of a surface V(F1 ) for which 
X~> V(F1 ) is generically a divisor.) Using (2.3.3ii) it 
follows that yX'cY is surjective because 
1 
and that H (NX,) = 0 because X' is reduced and 
h 1 (Ox, ( 1 ) ) = h 0 ( Ix/YC 3) ) = 0.. Thus coker ax, cY = 0 by the 
exact sequence of (1.3 .. 1C), and by (2 .. 3.11), cokeraXcY = 0. 
Then again by the exact sequence of (1o3.1C), YxcY is 
surjective and 
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The rema.ining part o:f this .section deals with the problem of find-
ing a good formula for the dimension of a reduced component V of 
HilbbM which holds in most cases. Indeed the formula of (2.2.13) 
is not always easy to use. So we postulate a dimension formula 
of V, and our main contribution is that, under some conditions, 
the dimension of V is as postulated iff the dimension of the 
"linked" component V' is as postulated. Technically the whole 
point is to generalize (2.3.11) together with the exact sequence 
of (1.3.10), i.e. we will construct an exact sequence 
2 
0 ~~H0 (I:x:;y(fi)) -> A1 (d,Od)-> H0 (NX) Yx=,yi>'H1 (I:x:(fi))-» 
where C(X= Y) .::; coker aXcY and where A = R/I is the minimal cone 
of X in lP, and we will show that C(X~ Y) and 0Ext~(I,~(I)) 
is invariant under linkage. Now if X c JP is a sufficiently gene-
ral curve of a reduced component, one knows that 
The number 
which we can show is equal to 4d + o2 with o2 as in (2 .. 2o 7), is 
the postulated dimension of V. Therefore V has postulated 
dimension provided 
C(X_::Y) = 0 and 0Ext~(I,H;(I)) = 0. 
We expect these conditions to be weak for a "generic 11 point X~ JP 
of a reduced component. 
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To motivate vTe consider the problem of whether it is reasonable 
to expect coker a.XcY = 0 if Y = V(F 1 ,F 2 ) is chosen in the 
following minimal way: 
H°Clx(f1--1)) = 0 for f 1 = degF1 
H0 (I~/V(F1 )(f2-1))= 0 for f 2 = degF2 .. 
Indeed (2.3.11) mrutes it easy to produce special examples where 
cokeraxc:y I 0 as proposed by M. Noether [N,§ 12 .. 4]. On the o+.her 
hand vJe may prove that the conditions 
s = a 1-l,V 1-l,'V 
appearing in [N] is equivalent to 
coker a.XcY = 0 
provided D(p, q) , is non-singular at (X~ Y = JP). And the 1'Thole 
list of curves in [N] satisfies s = (J except for those 1-l,V 1-l,V, 
of [N, § 12 .. 4] .. So i,ve expect that coker a.XcY = 0 is a weak claim 
for large classes of curves provided f1 and f2 are small, and 
that C(X5:: Y) = 0 for large classes without requiring f 1 and 
f 2 small .. 
Exami?le 2.3 .. 13.. There are curves X of degree d = 21 and genus 
.3 
g = 54 in JP = JPk whose ideals Ix: possess a resolution of 
the form 
Thus for any such curve, e (X) = max n 2i - 4 = 5, and since 
the cone of X is Cohen Macaulay, 
H1 (N ) ~ Hom (I H3(I)) ~ H1 (0 (5))~3 
-X o R ' m X 
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by (2.2.9). Therefore if Y is a global complete inter-
section of type (5,5) containing X, then the exact 
sequence 
1 12 2 1 0 .....;> coker aXcY -;:> H CN:x:) -:::. $ H (Ox(5)) ~ 0 
i=1 
implies 
a 2 d" k 1 res = l.m co er a.XcY = • 
Note that to construct curves X as above we take a plan 
curve X' with d' = 4, g' = 3 and a global complete 
intersection Y of type (5,5) containing X', and we let 
X be the linked curve of X' by Y. Since X' is of 
type (1,4), H1 CN:x:,) ~ H1 Cox, (1))$H1 (oX' (4))::::. k because 
wx, ~ Ox,(1). Thus 
dim coker a. X, cY 1 = h <lix•) = 1 
dim coker o.XcY = 1 • 
Moreover using (2.3.3), d = 21 and g = 54. 
This example of coker aXcY ~ 0 is minimal with respect to the 
number s(X) among the curves whose cone is Cohen Macaulay. How-
ever by~.3.14) and (2.2.9), all curves satisfying the conditions 
of (2.2.9) have C(X_::Y) = 0. In particular all curves whose cone 
is Cohen Macaulay satisfy C(X_:: Y) = 0. 
Lemma 2.3.14. Let XcJP = JP~ be a curve of degree d and let 
Y be a global complete intersection of type (f1 ,f2 ) con-
taining X such that X~ Y is generically an isomor-
phism (as in (2.3.2ii)). Then there is a group C(X5:Y) 
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and exact sequences 
and 
where A = R/I and B = R/IB is the minimal cone of X 
and Y in JP respectively. Moreover all groups of the 
second exact sequence are invariant under linkage, and if 62 
is the number introduced in (2.2.7), 
2 2 
4d+o +1: [h0 (Iv;y(f.))-h1(Iv(f.))J 
. 1 -.A, l. -.A, l. 
1.= 
is also invari~~t under linkageo 






For the vertical sequence, see the spectral sequence of (2.1.2), 
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and combine with H1 (N~) ->> 0Ext~(I,I) surjective. It follows 
easily that there is a 1.vell-defined morphism 
whose cokernel is ExtR2(r,H2(I)) bY the five-lemma • Let o m C(Xc Y) 
-
be the kernel. Then both sequences of (2.3.14) is easily seen to 
be exact, and it will therefore be sufficient to prove that 
are invariant under linkage where IB/A = I/IB. To see this, let 
A' = R/I' be the minimal cone of the linked curve X' of X 
by Y. Then by Gorenstein duality the pairing 
induces isomorphisms 
because 
((-)A is completion with respect to the maximal ideal of B). 
Correspondingly 
H~(A') ~ IB/Av and H2 (A' )v.:::. ~ 
m m B/A" 
Recalling that 
H~(I) ~~(A) and H~(I').:::. ~(A'), 
we deduce isomorphisms 
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since to any B-linear map 
there is a map 
and conversely. 
Next to prove that 
we use the duality theorem (2.1.5), and it will therefore be suf-
ficient to prove 
Now the spectral sequence of (2.1.2) implies that 
and correspondingly for 4Ext2(H2(I'),I'). So it suffices to 
- m m 
prove that there is a perfect pairing 
This follows from the usual Gorenstein duality concerning 
if we combine with the exact sequences 
0 -> H~(I) --;:. H~(IB/A) --;:. n;(B), 
B -:> HomE (IB/A ,B) --,> H;(r') ~ o, 
see the proof of H1 (I~(v)) ~ H1 (I~,(f1 +f2-4-v))v of (2.3.3ii) 
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which is similar. Thus 
as required. 
Finally using the first exact sequence of (2.3.14), we get that 
a 1'- dimC(XcY) +dim ExtR2(I,H2(I)) = ~ o m 
Therefore it will be sufficient to prove 
since it then will follow that 
is invariant under linkage by the part of this lemma which already 
is proved. Now using the graded resolution of I appearing in 
(2o1.6), we find a complex 
r1 r2 r3 
0 ... 0Ho~(I ,H~(I)) :~1 H 1 (OX(n1i)) :~1 H 1 (OX(n2i)) :~1 H 1 (OX(n3i)) ... 0, 
and it is enough to prove that this complex is exact. So we must 
prove 
Now by the duality theorem (2.1.5) we easily see 
OExt!cr,I) = 0 and OExt~(I,I) = 0' 
and so by one of the spectral sequences of (2.1.2), we conclude as 
required. 
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Then we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.3.15. Let V be a reduced component of H(d,g)CM 
and let X c JP be a sufficiently general curve of V. 
With &2 as in (2.2.?), we say that V has postulated 
dimension provided 
dim v = 4d + & 2 .. 
Then we easily prove 
Proposition 2.3.16. Let V be a reduced component of H(d,g)CM 
and suppose there is a curve (X_s JP) of V and a global complete 
intersection Y of type (f1 ,f2 ) containing X such that 
and 1 H (Iv(f. -4 }) = 0 
-.A l. 
for i = 1,2. If V' is the linked component, then V' has 
postulated dimension iff V has postulated dimension. 
Proof. If (X1 ~ JP) is the "generic" curve of V, then 
1 1 H (IX (f.))= 0 = H (Iv (f.-4)) ~ 1 l. -.A1 l. 
for i = 1,2 by semicontinuity and by the assumption on (X,SJP). 
If Y1 is a global complete intersection of type (f1 ,f2) con-
taining x1, then by (2.3.6) 
dimV' + L:h0 (Ivr;y (f.)), 
-.A1 1 l. 
~Dd we conclude by the last part of (2.3.14). 
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We have introduced the notion of postulated dimension only for 
reduced components. For the non-reduced components we usually 
expect 
since we for a sufficiently general curve xc JP of V 
-
expect 
h1 (N~) =5 2 .. See (2.2Q9) and the discussion after the proof .. 
Anyway we will in Section 3.2 give classes of non-reduced compo-
nents, all of which satisfy 
dim v = d + g + 18 < 4d + h 1 (ox( 3) ) = 4d + 52 .. 
Once having such a non-reduced component, we can find other non-
reduced components by using (2.3 .. 6) as illustrated in (2.3.9). 
Combining the conditions of (2.3e6) with the last part of the 
conclusion of (2.3.14) we see that 
dim V < 4d + o2 
for all the non-reduced components obtained in this way. 
Observe also that the number 52 is easily found provided 
s(X) = min n1i is small.. Indeed if X is a smooth connected 
curve and if s = s(X), then 
1) s,::3 implies 52 = h1 (0x(s)) 
2) s = 4 implies o2 = h 1 Cox(s)) 
unless X is a global complete intersection in which case 
2 1 o = h c oxC s) ) + 1 , 
3) s = 5 implies o2 = h 1 Cox(s)) 
unless the cone of·X~JP is Cohen Macaulay.. In fact if X is 
a global complete intersection, then o2 is immediately found, 
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and otherwise we link the curve X to a curve X' by a global 
complete intersection Y of type (s,f) where f is as small 
as possible. By (2~3.3 ii) 
unless X' is plane and s = 5 which implies that the cone of X c JP 
is Cohen Macaulay by (2.3.3ii). See also (2.3.13). 
Remark 2.3.17. (Components of the Hilbert-flag scheme of postu-
lated dimension.) 
Let W be a reduced component of the Hilbert-flag scheme 
D(p,q)CM = D(d,g;f)CM. We say that W has postulated 
dimension provided 
where XS: Y ,S JP is a sufficiently general point of W and 
where Y is a global complete intersection of type 
(f . , .. o.,fr), r.::_2 .. In view of (2.2 .. 14-) we deduce that W 
has postulated dimension iff 
Compare with (2.2.9ii) .. If W has postulated dimension, 
we observe that 
2 r 1 
= 4-d + & - E h (Iv(f. ) ) • 
"1 -..o. ~ ~= 
Moreover if r = 2 we get by (2o3.14-) that a reduced com-
ponent W~D(d,g;f1 ,f2 )CM has postulated dimension iff 
the 11 linked" component W' ~ D(d',g';f1 ,f2 )CM has postu-
lated dimension. If r = 1, say f 1 = s, we find that W 
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has postulated dimension iff 
by (2.2.14). In particular for small s ' 
dimW = 2d + g + 8 if s = s(X) = 2 ' 
dimW = d + g + 18 if s = s(X) = 3 , 
and unless X is a global complete intersection, 
dimW = g+ 33 if s. = s(X) = 4. 
We prove the validity of these formulas in Section 3.1 
under some conditions. In fact the dimension of W is as 
postulated provided X is a smooth connected curve which 
is a divisor on Y where (X= Y ~ JP) is the "generic 11 point 
of W. 
Finally observe that a reduced component V of the Hilbert scheme 
H(d,g) has postulated dimension in the following cases. First if 
X c JP is a sufficiently general point of V, we know that V has 
postulated dimension provided the curve X c JP satisfies the con-
-
ditions of (2.2 .. 9 i) • Next we claim that if X is a smooth con-
nected curve which is a divisor on some surface Y of degree 
s_::4 , then V has postulated dimension and H1(I;x:(s)) = 0. To 
see this, let W~D(d,g;s) be a component such that pr1 (W) = V. 
Then pr1 , restricted to pr:;1 (V) , is generically smooth by 
generic flatness and by the smoothness of the fibers of pr1(1.3.12)o 
In particular W is a reduced component of postulated dimension, 
and the tangent map of pr1 , 
P~ :A 1 (£,Od) -> HoClix) 
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is surjectiveo This implies the injectivity of 
1 2 H ( Ix( s) ) J;-> A ( d, od) = coker a.~ Y 
- - res LC 
by using the exact sequence of (1.3.1C). By the discussion of 
(3.1.1) which essentially uses (1.3.9B), cokeraXcY = 0, unless 
s = L~ and X is a global complete intersection in JP. Com-
bining with 
2 1 dim pr 1 (W) = 4d + o - h ( Ix( s ) ) 
we conclude easily. 
Example 2.3.18. We claim that there is a reduced component 
V' c H( 10,14) of dimension 43 which does not have postu-
lated dimension, and we will indicate why. In fact there 
is a reduced component V of H(4,-1) whose general 
member X~ JP3 is a disjoint union of two conics. (Apply 
(3~1.10) to the component W(o,~) = W(2,2,o,o,o,o,o) of 
D(4,-1;3) and let V = pr1 (W(o,~))). Now if wcD(4,-1;2,7) 
is a component such that V = pr1 (W), then there is a 11 linked 11 
irreducible subset V' of H(10,14) which by (2.3.10) is 
a reduced component of H(10,14) of dimension 43. The 
number 4-d + o2 which belongs to V', is 
where X' and X are linked by a sufficiently general Y 
of type (2,7). The dimension of the groups C(X' ~Y) is 
' seen to be 1 , and V contains reduced curves. 
- 14:5 - Chapter 3o 
2.1. The Hilbe_:;-t·:.fla_g scheme of curves and low degree surfac.es. 
In this chapter k is algebraically closed, and the components 
are irreducible and non-embedded unless explicitely stating 
11 connected component" or "embedded com:ponent 1'. 
Let D(d,g;s)8 be the Hilbert-flag scheme of smooth connected 
curves X of degree d and arithmetic genus g and surfaces Y 
of degree s, XcYcJP = IP~. We describe in this section the 
irreducible components W of D(d,g;s)8 for s.::: 3 which contain 
points (X~Y_::JP) 1r1here X is a divisor on Y. Indeed D(d,g;2)8 
is a smooth connected scheme, and it contains points x = (X,::Y,::JP) 
where X is a divisor on a smooth quadric surface Y if it is 
non-empty. And the main theorem of this section (3.1.4) implies 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between components of 
D(d,g;3)8 as above and tuples 
fying 
6 
d = 36- I: m. 
. 1 ~ ~= 
and 
sat is-
6-1 6 mi 
g =·.( 2 ) - . L: ( 2 .) ' 
~=1 
with two exceptions. If (o,o,o,o,o,o,o) for o fi 1 is a solu-
tion, then the corresponding component does not contain smooth 
connected curves 1 and D(1,0;3)s corresponds to (o,o,o,o,o,o,-1). 
Let W(o,m) be the component of- D(d,g;3)8 corresponding to a 
solution ( o ,!!!_) of the system above, and let S( 6 ,.!!!,) ~ W( 6 ,!!!_) con-
sist of curves X and smooth surfaces Y, xcycJP. Then S(o,m) 
is an open smooth subscheme of D(d,g;3)8 , hence irreducible, and 
we can describe S(o,!!!) as follows. To each geometric K-point 
(X_::Y~JPf) of S(o,~), kCK a field extension, there are six 
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mutually skew lines E1 , ••• ,E6 on Y inducing an isomorphism 
Pic(Y) ~ ~~ under which the invertible sheaf Oy(X) maps tQ ( 6 ,£!). 
As corollaries we study the image in H(d,g)8 of the components-W 
of D(d,g;s)8 via the first projection morphism 
pr1 : D(d,g;s)8 -> H(d,g)8 • 
According to conventions earlier made in this paper, the image 
is the scheme-theoretic one unless pr1(W) is a non-embedded irre-
ducible (resp. connected) component in which case pr1(W) has a 
scheme structure inherited from the scheme structure of H(d,g)8 , 
i.e. 
0pr1 (W), t = ~(d,g), t 
for most points t E pr1(W) (resp. for all points t E pr1(W)). 
Then we show that pr1(D(d,g;2)8 ) 
of H(d,g)8 provided g ~ 0 and 
cases are treated separately. 
is a smooth connected component 
g ~ d-3 The exceptional . 
If s = 3, then (3.1.10) states 
that pr1(W(6,a)) is a reduced irreducible component of H(d,g)8 
provided 
for some (XS:Y£JE>) E S(6,a). The condition H1(fx(3)) = 0 is 
usually equivalent to ~~ 3, see (3.1.3) .for precise information. 
Moreover if 
then pr1(W(6,£!)) £ H(d,g)8 is a closed subschema of codimension 
1 h <Ix{3)), and H(d,g)8 is non-singular along · pr1(S(6,a)). 
Finally for the remaining cases where we in particular have 
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H1(Ix(3)) ~ 0, we prove that if pr1 (W(o,~)) is an irreducible 
component of H(d,g)8 , it is necessarily non-reduced. A necessary 
condition for pr1 (W(o,~)) to be a non-reduced component is seen 
to be 
We conjecture that this condition is sufficient, and Section 3.2 
is devoted to a closer study of what happens in this case. 
Furthermore we determine the dimension of the components of 
D( d, g; s )8 for s < L~ and of H( d, g )8 obtained as above, and we 
ean see that the components involved have postulated dimension 
(2.3.15) and (2o3.17)o 
We will begin by determining the dimension of the irreducible 
components of D(d,g;s) for s_::4. 
Let X be a divisor on a surface Y, and let x = (X,::YS:JP) E 
D(d,g;s). Recall (1.3.9) that if X is reduced and s.::_3, then 
coker a = 0 and 2 coker 1 = Oo 
It follows that D = D(d,g;s) is non-singular at x = (X,::Y=JP) 
and that 
see (1 .. 2.9) and (2.2.1Li-)o In particular if WCD(d,g;s) is any 





for s = 3 .. 
If X is integral and s = 4, then 
dim W = g + 34-
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if w contains a point X = cx::Y~JP) where X is a global 
complete intersection of Y and some other surface, and 
dimW = g + 33 otherwise. 
To see this, we 'lt.rill use a result of Noether, here stated as 
follows. 
Lemma 3 o "l o 1 • Let w be an irreducible component of D(d,g;s) 
with S .:::: L~. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
i) There is a closed point X = (X::Y.::JP) of w vlhere 
a = 0 and D(d,g;s) is non-singular. 
ii) There is a closed point x1 = (X1 _:: Y1 .= JP) of W vthere 
x1 is a global complete intersection of Y1 with some 
other surface. 
Now the dimension formula for W in case s = 4 follows from 
( 3.1 o 1). Indeed if x = (X_:= Y 5; JP) is a sufficiently general point 
of W, then 
a: H0 (Ny)-> H1 Q!x;y) 
. 'th . t' . H1 (N ) -~ H0 (0 )v -~ k by lS e1 er zero or surJec 1ve s1nce -X/Y X 
(1.3.9). Consider the following three cases 
1) a surjective, 
2) 0. = 0 8.11.d D(d,g;4) is singular at x, 
3) a = 0 and D(d,g;4) is non-singular at x. 
Using (1.2.9) and (2.2.14) and observing that 
coker 12 = 0 
by the discussion of (1.3.9C), we find 
g + 33..::, dim W ~ a 1 = g + 33 + a~es 
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Since the inequality to the right is strict provided D(d,g;4) is 
2 
singular at x and. since ares = dim coker a.::_ 1, we deduce 
di_m W = g + 33 in the first two cases and dim W = g + 34 in the 
case (3). Moreover (3.1o1) characterizes the case(3) in a nice 
way, thus giving the desired description of when dim W = g + 34 .. 
Proof of (3o1fi1). Suppose (i)o Since the second projection 
pr2 : D(d~,g;s) = D(p,q) -> Hilbq 
is sm:,oth at x C1.:3.?),and since Hilbq is irreducible, pr2 (W)=Hilbq .. 
Using a theorem of Noether, see [Le, page 396] or [SGA,7Il, exp XIX], 
there is a smooth SLlJ:'face y 1 of degree 
Pic(Y1 ) ::: 2 • 
s with 
We deduce that every effective civisor on Y1 is a global complete 
intersection as done in [SGA, 7II, exp XIX], and (ii) follows from 
pr2 (W) = Hilbq because (Y1 _::JP) E Hilbq. 
Conversely if x1 = (X-1 .S Y1 c JP) is as in (ii), then D(d,g; s) is 
non-singular at x1 by ( 1 ~4. 7), and aX cY = 0 by the fact that the 
1- 1 
sequence 
o -> [x 1ty -> N -> ox C s) -> o 1 1 -X1 1 
is split~ So (i) holds. 
Now we vmnt to o.escribe the components of D(d,g;s) for s < 3 .. 
We begin with s = 3 and a remark which describe the curves X 
which are divisors on a fixed smooth cubic surface YQ 
Remark 3.1.2. (Y a smooth cubic surface). Recall that any smooth 
cubic surface is obtained by blm·ring up six points 
2 P1 ,"' .... ~P6 E JPk in "general position" [H1, V, §4] .. Fix six 
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2 points P 1 , ••• ,P 6 E JPk , let E1 , .... ,E6 be the exceptional 
lines, and let H be the inverse image of a line in JP2 
via the blmving up morphism n : Y ... JP2 .. If h, e1 ,. o a, e6 E Pic(Y) 
are the linear equivalence classes of H,E1 , .... a,E6 respec-
tively, then {h,e1 , ...... ,e6 } is a Z-basis for Pic(Y) .. In 
the follo..,iing -r.,ve will always id.entify Pic(Y) and 'JJ®7 via 
the isomorphism 
P : z8 7 -> Pic(Y) 
given by 6 
= !>h - L m. e .. ca 
. _.., l l 
l=t 
Moreover if X is a given curve on Y, then there exist six 
mutually skevr lines E1 , .... ,E6 giving rise to an isomor-
phism s : z6 7 ::. Pic(Y) such that the tuple ( o ,1!) = 
(o,m1 , .. o.,m6 ) corresponding to L = Oy(X) satisfies 
6 
d = 36 - L: m. , 
. _.., l 
l=t 
~ _.., 6 m. 
= cJ-')-1: c 1) 
g 2 i=1 2 
where m~ = ma::c(o,m1 ). This follows from the proof of (4.2) 
in [H 1, V, § 4l, and as in Peskines lectures (University of 
Oslo, 1978), we call the corresponding basis {h,e1 , •• c,e6 } 
of Pic(Y) on adequate basis with respect to L = Oy(X). 
Different adequate basis define the same tuple Co,m)o 
Conversely given six mutually skew lines on Y, i.e., an 
isomorphism p : zE:7 ::, Pic(Y), and a tuple ( o ,m) E z0Y7 satis-
fying ( *) and the additional condition m6 ~ 0, then the 
corresponding invertible sheaf ~ E Pic(Y) has sections, 
and if we exclude tuples of the form (o,o,o,o,o,o,o) where 
6 ri 1, then there s..re irreducible non-singular curves among 
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the s·ections of Lo .These tuples together with (o,o,o,o,o,o,-1) 
give precisely the tuples whose corresponding L's have non-
singular irreducible curves among its sections. For a proof 
of this, see [H1, V,(4.13)] and the exercise (4.8). 
Now if X is a reduced curve on Y, it is easy to see that 
the tuple 
satisfy 
(6 m.) ,_ which corresponds to L = Oy(X) must 
Indeed if 
6 
d = 36- 2: m. , 
. 1 1 1= 
J:. 1 6 m. 
=(u-)-2:(1) 
g 2 i=1 2 
m,... < -2 then X will cant ain E~ 
o- ' b 
at least 
2 times. i.~..no. conversely one may prove that an invertible 
sheaf L with a tuple (6,!£) as :in (**) has sections among 
which there are reduced curves. 
For later use we vrill include the following result, pointed out 
to us by Peskine-GrtlSon, and indicate the proof. 
Proposition 3o1.3o Let X be an effective divisor on a smooth 
cubic surface Y, and let 
( 6 ,~) where 
L = Ov(X) 
J_ 
correspond to a tuple 
i) Then 
6 
H1(Ix(n)) f. 0 <=> n E (m6 ,2o- 2: m. -1) 
. 2 1 1= 
provided (o,m) is not of the form 
(6,~) = (A+3t,A+t,t,t,t,t,t) for some A>2 
-
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in which case 
6 
H 1 (Iv-(n)) f. 0 <=> n E [JlL.-, 2e, - L: m. - 1), 
=..ll.. t:) • 2 ]_ l= 
or not of the form 
(6,f?;.) = (3t,t,t,t,t,t,t-/...) for some A.,::2 
in v.rhich case 
1 6 
H ( I.~r ( n) ) f. 0 < => n E ( m6 , 2 o - E m. - 1 J 
·-_,_'). . 2 ]_ 
l= 
ii) Horeover 
for n_::o .. 
Proofo ii) Indeed there is an exact sequence 
0 ~> Oy -> L -> NX/Y -> 0 
and an isomorphism (1.3.9) 
and we conclude easily by duality on :X: .. 
.., 
i) Assume H 1 (Ix(\.')) f=. 0 for some integer \J .. 
Step 1a Computing the intersection numbers x .. E for every line 
ECY we find 
- ' 
If vre can prove 
m6 = x .. E6 = min(XoE) , 
6 
26- L: m. = max(X•E) " 
. ,...., ]_ 
l=c. 
(except in one special case), we deduce by duality on Y and the 




max[n\H (Ix(n)) ,10} = 2fJ - r: m. - 2 
. 2 ~ ~= 
(except in one special case). 
Ste£ 2. We claim that it will be sufficient to find 
/) 
min[n\H '(Ix(n)) ~0} if L = Oy(X) satisfies 
Indeed if L is as in (3.1.3), tnen there is an integer v such 
that 
'· 
If D is a section of L(-v), considered as a curve, then 
So 
Since L = Oy(X) and L(-v) = Oy(D) correspond to (o,m1 ,.a.,m6 ) 
and (o-3v,m1-v, ...... ,m6-v) respectively, the claim follows e~sily. 
Ste_12 .2_. Since m6-1 ~ 0 implies H0 (L( -1)) /= 0 by the discussion 
of (3 .. 1.2), m6 .::_o .. We can by (3.1.2) find a section X of the 
invertible sheaf L+ defined by (o,m~, .... ,m~) which is a smooth 
connected curve unless (o,~+) = (A,A.,o,o,o,o,o) for some A /= 1. 
If A..::, 2, then X is a smooth non-connected curve.. Since 
6 
X~ X+ I: v.E. 
. t l l l= 
are linearly equiv-alent where v. = -m. 
~ ~ 
is defined by 
111. ,, > 0 
·c- 1- and m <o t 
and where the number t 





for all i and t = 7 if m. >0 1.- for all 
if n < 0 and a slizhtly modified result if n = 0. Now let 
E c Y be a line and let v > 1 be an integer., Using that there 
is an exact sequence 
0 -> OE( v-'1) ..... > ovE -> 0 ( v-'1 )E -> 0 , 
we find 
Thus if m6 .:::. -1 , then 
min[n\H1 (Ix(n)) ~ 0} = ~ + 1, 
and if m6 = 0, we do have X= X, i.e .. L:::.. L+. Since X is 
i), 
smooth and co~~ected (resp" non-connected if 
to (A.,A.,o,o,o,o,o) for A._?:2), H1 (I;x) = o 
L corresponds 
1 (resp. H (I:x) I= 0), 
min[n\H1 (Ix(n))~0}_?:1 = m6 +1 
(resp. -1 min{nlH '(Ix(n)) I= 0} = 0 = m6 ). 
l'Ioreover X :; X are rational curves by ( 3 01. 3ii), and it follows 
that 
Finally, reviewing the proof, we will see that H1 (Ix(n)) = 0 
for every integer n iff L(-v) ~ Oy (step 2), or X= E6 
of step 3) or X E X are rational curves of degree 
• 
d.:':3 (m6 = 0 of s-eep 3)., The conclusion of (3 .. 1.,3i) holds 
for these cases as lrell. In fact for these cases L corresponds 
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to (3v,v,v,v,v,v,v), (3v,v,v,v,v,v,v-1), (3v+1,v,v,v,v,v,v) or 
(3v+~,v+1,v,v,v,v,v). 
Now we aim at describing the irreducible components of D(d,g;3). 
We restrict, however, to those components containing points 
(X::;Y_::JP) where X is a red1,lced curve and a divisor on Y. In 
fact let 
r l X is a div:j.sor on 
= 1_(X::;Y.:=JP) E D(d,g;3)\ 
and H0 (0x(-~)) = o U(d,g;3) 
S(d,g;3) = [(X;::Y~JP) E U(d,g;3)IY is a smooth surface}. 
Then S(d,g;3) ~ U(d,g;3) are both open in D(d,g;3) and the 
composition 
pr2 q 
U(d,g;3) -> D(d,g;3) ---> Hilb 
is smooth because H1(NX/Y) ~ H0 (0x(-~))v = 0. See (1.3o7). It 
follows that U(d,g;3) is non-singular, so there is a decomposi-
tion 
U(d,g;3) :::::. II u. 
iEI l 
into connected componentso By the smoothness of pr2 , pr2(Ui) 
· · Hl."lbq, and l.S open 1.n will therefore contain a smooth 
cubic surface. Thus s. = S(d,g;3) n u. l . l 
S(d,g;3) ~ II s .. 
iEI l 
is smooth and non-empty 
Tru~e the closure W. of S. in D(d,g;3). Then W. is a reduced 
l l l 
(i.e. generically smoo·th) irreducible component of D(d,g;3). 
Since for reduced CUl~es X, H0 (0x(-1)) = 0, all irreducible 
components containing points (X::;Y:::,JP) with X reduced and 
X c..> Y a divisor are among the w. IS 
l 
(and there are no more W. 's9 
l 
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We skip the details since otherwise we can redefine S(d,g;3) by 
thrmving away the 8. 's which do not contain reduced curves)o 
l 
Now the main theorem of this section determines the index set I, 
and describes the s. 
l 
in a nice way. 
Theorem 3 .. 1 .. 4. i) .Any irreducible component W_::D(d,g;3) con-
taining points (X= Y.:: JP) where X is ;r-educed and where X 
is a divisor on Y is a reduced component of dimension 
dim W = d + g + 18 • 
ii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the com-
ponents of (i) and tuples (o,~) E ~7 satisfying (3.1.2**). 
Put 
vl(o ,~) = w and S(ti,m) = S. 
- l 
if W corresponds to (o,m) and W = rr .. Then to each 
l 
geometric K-point (X_:::Y:=JPi) of S(o,~), there is an 
isomorphism P : z$7 ~ Pic(Y) such that the invertible sheaf 
L = Oy(X) corresponds to (6,~). 
Proof. i) is already proved, and for ii) we will construct a 
nice scheme T = T(d,g;3) and a smooth surjective morphism 
W : T -> S(d,g;3) 
where, over T, the pullback ~,::: YT.:: JP x T of the universal object 
of D(d,g;3) and the family of six mutually skew lines are de-
fined.. Using intersection number theory we can describe easily 
the connected components of T as we now shall see. 
First we will define T and $.. Let 




Then any point of R' is just six times E1 , .... ,E6 and a smooth 
cubic surface Y, E.cy for i = 1, .... ,6 .. J.- If we denote by 
Hilb§ the scheme of smooth surfaces in Hilbq, then the obvious 
morphism (l R I ->> Hilb;;-j:J is .smooth and surjective (it is in fact 
etale) since pr2 : 8(1,0;3) ->> Hilb~ is .. Moreover since the 
intersection numbers E.•E. is defined in terms of Hilbert poly-
J. J 
nomials [M 1, Lect 12J, and since these Hilbert polynomials are 
11 constant on the oonnected components of R' " there is a sub-
' 
scheme R og R', open and closed in R', defined by 
for i .J j, 
i.e. a point of R is just six mutually skew lines E1 , ••• ,E6 
and a surface Y, E.cY for i = 1, .... ,6. ].-
T = T(o.,g;3) by the cartesian diagram 
S(d,g;3) ----> Hilb8q pr2 
Then we define 
and the morphisms of this diagram are smooth, hence dominating 
provided S(d,g;3) is non-empty.. They are surjective if we can 
show that 
pr2 : S(d,g;3) -> Hilb§ 
is surjective. To see this, pick (XcYcJP) E S(d,g;3) and let 
(Y' _::JP) E Hilb§, be arbitrary. To pr;-ove that there is a point 
(X' 5::Y' _::JP) E S(d,g;3), choose isomorphisms 
Pic(Y) ~ ~7 ~ Pic(Y') 
as in (3.1 .. 2**), anct let L = Oy(X) EPic(Y) map to L' EPic(Y' ) .. 
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Then L and L' correspond to the same tuple (6,~), a tuple 
which satisfies (3.1.2**). So L' has sections, and a section 
X' of L' considered as a divisor on Y' defines a point 
(X' _::Y' _::JP) E S(d,g;3). 
To study the components of T, let for any t E T 
m.(t) = X•E. 
J_ J_ 
6 1 
o(t) = ~d- I: m.(t)) 5' . 1 J_ l= 
·where the t = Spec(k(t))- point of T is the six lines E1 , •• " ;E6 
and the curve X of degree d and the smooth surface Y, E. cy J.-
and X~ Y. Again the intersection numbers are constant on 
each connected comyonent T. 
J 
Put 
( 6 ( T . ) , m ( T . ) ) = ( 6 ( t ) , m ( t ) ) E 'JJ@I7 
J - J -
for some I1oreover we claim that different components of T 
correspond to differe11t tuples a To see this, let T( 6 ,m) be the 
disjoint union of those connected components 
(6(T .),m(T .)) = (6,_m). J - J 
T .cT J-
Then consider the geometric fibers of the composition 
T( 6 ,!!!_) c T p 2 > R o 
such that 
If r E R is a given geometric K-point of R, which meru'"l.S ·that 
a smooth surface Y and six mutually skew lines E1 , •• Q,E6 over 
an algebraically closed field K 
p21 (r) n T( 6 ,!!!.) consists of curves 
are given, then the fiber 
X on y satisfying XoE. = m. 
J_ J_ 
for all i = 1, 2, ••• , 6. This is a linear system, see [M 1, Lect /13]. 
Thus p21 (r) n T( 6 ,~) is connected. Since the composition 
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T(o,!£) :: T p 2 :> R 
is smooth and surjective, it is also connecteda Using the next 
lemma which states that R is connected, we deduce that T(o,m) 
is connected .. 
We have now a smooth surjective morphism 
~1 : T -> S ( d , g ; 3 ) 
of smooth schemes. For each connected component si,::S(d,g;3), 
w-1 (S.) consists of a certain number of the connected components 
l 
of T.. Choosing a geometric K-point X = (X=Ys:JPi) of si, 
we see by the const:L--uction of T that the fiber w - 1 (x) ~ T is x 
together with all possible choices of six mutually skew lines on Y. 
Observing that (3.'1.2**) is obtained by a special choice of six 
mutually skew lines, vJe easily see that among the components of T 
\vhich map to S., there is a component 
l 
T( 5 ,m) whose corresponding 
tuple (o,~) s~tisfies (3o1.2**). This (5,~) is unique. More-
over T( 6 ,m) -> S. 
- l 
is a surjective morphism since the composition 
is surjective .. Let this S. be 
l 
together we easily get the theorem. 
S( 5 ,~) • Now putting aJ,.l this 
Lemma 3 .. 1 .. 5.. R is a co~~ected scheme. 
Proof. Let r and r' be k-points of R corresponding to two 
choices of six mutun.lly skew lines on smooth surfaces, E1 , ••• ,E6 
on Y c JP3 a...'Yld E~, .... ,E~ on Y' ::, JP3, respectively. If we can 
prove that there are connected schemes 
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over R and morphisms 
X. --> X. 1 l l+ or X. <- X. 1 l l+ 
over R for each i = o, •.• ,n-1, such that 
X0 = Spec(k) -> R and Xn = Spec(k) -> R 
are the k-points r and r' then R is connected • 
' 
See 




where X and Y are connected schemes, then the images of X 
and Y in R are contained in the same connected component of R. 
Recall that the lines E1 , ••• ,E6 on Y c JP3 are obtained by blow-
2 ing up six points P 1 , ••• ,P 6 E JP in "general posi tion11 , and that 
if :f2 is the blowing up of JP2 along Z = P 1 U .. ,. • U P 6 , then 
the linear system of curves of degree 3 in JP2 passing through 
P1 , ••• ,P6 defines an embedding 
1P2 -> JP3 
1rlhose image is Y,SJP3. If 
system above is given as the 
Iz = ker( 0 2 -> Oz) , then the linear 
JP 
k-vector space H0 (1z(3)). And it 
is a choice of a basis of H0 (Iz(3)) which defines 
or more precisely, if 
is the blowing up 
Xz_so ~ given by 
]p 
"'2 2 
n: JP ->lP 
mo~~hism, we know that the inverse ideal sheaf 
n-11z·O ;:2 is invertible. Indeed 
]p 
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Hence I ® rr*O (3) is invertible, and any choice of a basis of 
-z JP2 
H0 (Iz 'iY rr*O 2(3)) defines an embedding F2 -> lP3. However 
JP 
In the same way the lines E.;, .•• ,E6 correspond to six points 
P1,. o. ,PE, E JP2 in 11 gerieral position" etc. 
To prove that R is connected, it suffices, heuristically speak-
ing, to prove ths.t the scheme W whose k-points are ordereCI. 
tuples (P1 , ••• ,P6 ,s) where (P1 , ••• ,P6 ) are points in "general 
position11 and where !§_ = [s0 ,s1 ,s2 ,s3) is a choice of a basis 
0 . 
of H (~(3))~ is connected. We shall prove that W is connected 
(or since we do not prove representability, we will prove that 
the corresponding f~mctor is connected). Hence R is a connected 
scheme since W .... R is surjective. 
To be precise, the ordered tuples x = (P1 , ••• ,P6 ) and 
x' = (P.; , .••• ,P~) are It-points of 
2v 2v . 2v 
V=JP xJP x ••• xJP 
k . k k 
(six times) 
2v 2 
where lP is the Hilbert scheme of points in lP • If 
A = Ov 
,x and A' = Ov x' 
' 
and if K is the quotient field of A or of A', then, over 
Spec(A), there ey,ists an ordered tuple (P1A, ••• ,P6A) of A-flat 
schemes 
point of 
PiA~:p2 x Spec(A) = lP_i whose fiber at the closed 
2 Spec(A) is PiE JP , 1.:5_ i .::_ 6. By simply blmrlng up 
2 JPA along ZA = P 1A U ••• U P6A, we claim that there is a flat 
family of six mutually skew lines over Spec(A) and an embedding 
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of A-flat schemes 
'irvhose image is It will follow that there exists a map 
1jr : Spec(A) -> R 
such that i(Spec(k)) = r. Correspondingly there will be a map 
'V 1 : Spec(A 1 ) - R such that w 1 (Spec(k)) = r 1 • 
Now define 
and CA = Id ~ d>o.:!:3A 
-
where Id 
=.z is the ith power of ~ an. d I
0 0 
=e; = ~. 
Then let 







Moreover JP~ is A-flat since the sheaf 
To prove that there is an embedding 
whose fiber at the closed point of Spec(A) 
claim that 
is. 
is ::::2. 7: JP -IP~ v1e 
' 
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and that H0(~ (3)) is A-free. Indeed counting dimensions of 
A 
the vector space appearing in the exact seql.ience 
we get that H0 ( o '"'~ ( 3) ) -> H0 ( Oz ( 3) ) ]?c.. 
H 1 Ciz < 3) ) = o 
is surjective, so 
and we conclude as claimed by base change theorem. 
Next if 
then we claim that 
and that 
Indeed there is a commutative diagram 
• 
so the vertical map to the right is surjective. We conclude by 
base change theorem and Nakayama's lemma. Now since the mor-
phism Y ... 11?3 is defined by a basis of H0 (Iz ® n*OJP2(3)), 
vm can lift the basis to a basis of H0 (lz ® n.A,o 2 (3) ), thus 
A JPA 
defining a morphism -2 3 JP A -IP A making a commutative diagram 
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,....2 JP3 JPA -> A 
A A 





I'1oreover Iz ~n.A_o 2(3) is very ample because Iz®n*o i-3) is. 
A JPA JP 
· If Tl : Spec(K) .... R is the composition of the natural map 
Spec(K) .... Spec(A) \ri.th 1jr, and if Tl' is correspondingly defined, 
then we have commutative diagrams 
Spec(k) -> Spec(A) <- Spec(K) Spec(K) -> Spec(A') <- Spec(k) 
·~~ !~ ~ " / T\~0 t•'/r' 
R R 
Noreover there is a commutative diagram 
Spec(A) <- Spec(K) -> Spec(A') 
~~/ 
v 
The latter diagram implies that the restriction of the tuples 
(P1A, ••• ,P6A) and CP1A,, ••• ,P~,) to Spec(K) are the same 
tuple (P1K, ••• ,P6K). So 
Iz ®K = lz ® K = Iz ' AA A' A' K 
and \'le deduce 
JPi X Spec(K) = Fi, x Spec(K) = ~· 
Spec(A) Spec(A') 
Hm;ever the restriction of the embeddings 
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to Spec(K) need not be the same. Over Spec(K) they correspond 
to two choices 
H0 (Iry (3)). We therefore let 
-.uK 
B = Kft] 
of a basis of 
be a polynomial ring in one variable, and if we lift (P1K, ••• ,P6K) 
and lPi trivially to S:pec(B), i.e. 
2 2 FiB = P.T, x Spec(B) c JPK X Spec(B) = JPB and u~ Spec(K) - Spec(K) 
"'2 ::::2 lPB = JPit x Spec (B) 
we can define a morphism 
using the basis {s0 +t(s~-s0 ), ••• ,s3 +t(s;-s3 )J of H0 (J.~(3)) = 
H0 (I7,_(3))0B. It follows that there is a morphism 
--K K 
I 
Spec(B) = ffix -> R , 
and the K-points t = 0 and t = 1 of Spec(B) composed with 
Spec(B) .... R are just the K-points '11 and 11' of R. Thus the 
diagram 
Spec(K) t=O~ Spec(B) ~t=1 Spec(K) 
~ / ~.0 1 o /'11, 
_l t v ., 
R 
commutes, and the proof is complete. 
Examples 3.1.6. i) Solving (3.1.2**) for d = 9 and g = 8, 
there is only one solution 
(7,3,2,2,2,2,1). 
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Thus D(9,8;3) contains only one irreducible component of 
the form described in (3.1.4), and its dimension is 
d + g + '18 = 35. Compare with (2.2.10ii) and (2.3.12). 
ii) Solving (3.1.2**) for d = 8 and g = 5 there are 
two solutions (5,2,1,1,1,1,1) and (6,2,2,2,2,2,0). So 
D(8,5;3) contains two irreducible components of the for.m 
described in (3.1.4), both of dimension 31. Compare with 
(2.2.16) 
iii) Solving (3.1.2**) for d = 14 and g = 24 under 
the condition m6 2:0, there are two solutibns (11 ,4; 3,3, 3, 3, 3) 
and (12,t,L,L~,L~,L~,4,2). The corresponding components are of 
dimension 56. For later use we will compute h1(0x(3)). 
Indeed if ~ corresponds to (o,m1 , ••• ,m6), then L(n) 
corresponds to (5+3n,m1 +n, ••• ,m6 +n) since Oy(1) corre-
sponds to (3,1,1,1,1,1,1). Thus if L is given by 
(11,4,3,3,3,3,3), then 
by (3.1.3), a.11.d i.f L is given by (12,4,4,4,4,LJ-,2), then 
iv) For d = 15 and g = 27 there are three solutions 
(11,3,3,3,3,3,3), (12,5,4,3,3,3,3) and (12,4,4,4,4,3,2) 
satisfying m6 .:::o. Computing h 1Cox(3)) as in (iii), we 
find 
r 0 for the first two cases 
h 1 (ox< 3) ) = l 
1 for the case (12,4,4,4,4,3,2). 
So there are t~1ree components of D(15,27;3) of dimension 60. 
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v) For d = 16 and g = 31 there are two components 
of dimension 65 given by (12,4,4,3,3,3,3) and 
(13,5,4,4,4,L!-,2) containing smooth connected curves. 
Moreover 
f1 in the case 
! 
l2 in the case 
(12,4,4,3,3,3,3) 
(13,5,4,4,4,4,2) 
vi) For d = 16 and g = 29 we find three components 
of dimension 63 containing smooth connected curves. They 
correspond to tuples 




in the first two cases 
in the case (12,4,4,4,4,2,2) • 
If "trte consider the irreducible components W_sD(d,g;2) containing 
points (X c Y c JP) vthere X is a reduced curve and a divisor 
- -
on Y, we can by the discussion right before (3.1.4) conclude that 
W contains points where in addition Y is a smooth quadric sur-
face. Moreover, sli~~tly modifying the :proof of (3.1.4) we claim 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such components 
and tuples (q1 ,q2 )E a®2 satisfying 
d = q1 + q2, g = (q1-1)(q2-1) and O~q1~q2 • 
Indeed this time a k-point of R is two intersecting lines E1 ,E2 
and a smooth quadric surface Y, E. c Y. And to see that R is J.-
connected, which is the main :point of a proof of the claim above, 





1 1 3 3 
cp : JP X lP -> J1? -=-> JP 
cp1 cp2 
is the :nio1.··phism of Segree and cp2 
cp = cp2cp1 , such that cp( Jl? 1 x lP 1 ) = Y 
an automorphism 
and 
for some point (:p-'c} E JP 1 • Furthermore since deformations obtained 
via automorphism of JP3 lie in th~ same connected component of R, 
see the last part of the proof of (3.1.5), we conclude that R is 
connected .. 
Since there is at most bne solution of the system above, there is 
only one component \'l c D(d,g;2). 
-
Note also that a solution 
(q1 ,q2 ) of positive integers together with the solution (0,1) 
if d = 1 corresponds to a component which contain irreducible 
non-singular curves on smooth quadrics. 
If we also study D(d,g;2) at points x = (X~Y,SlP) where X 
is smooth and connected, but not necessarily a divisor on Y, 
we can determine the structure of D(d,g;2)8 completely~ Indeed 
we claim that D(d,g;2)8 is non-singular at such points x. 
To see this, we use [H1, IV, (6.4.1)] which states that if X is 
a smooth connected curve on a singular quadric surface Y, then 
q1 = q2 or q1 = q2 - 1 • If q1 = q2 , then X is a global com-
plete intersection, and in the final case, the cone of XcF3 
is Cohen Macaualy. D(d,g;2)8 will therefore be non-singular 
at x by (1 o4. 7) anc1 (2.2.8). Finally if W is a component of 
D(d,g;2)8 which contains x, then W contains points (X'SY'~JP) 
where Y' is a smooth quadric surface. Indeed if we make the 
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deformations of the cone of X c JP3 explici tely which is easy 
( 
since the cone is determinantiel,we will see that there is a de-
formation X' which is contained in a smooth quadric surface 
Y' _s JP3. This gives 
' j_ I , . 
I?:'opbsil;ior)., 3.·1.,7. D(d,g;2)8 is a. smoo;th, ,connected scheme o.:t 
dimension 2d + g + 8 if it is non-empty. Moreover D( d, g; 2 )8 , 
in case d > 1, is non-empty iff there is a tuple ( q1 , q2 ) 
satisfying 
in which case D(d,g;2)8 contain points x = (X_s Y,S JP) 
where Y is a smooth quadric surface. Finally to any such 
point x there are two intersection lines E1 ,E2 contained 
in Y inducing an isomorphism 
Pic(Y) ~ zi!J2 
which maps Oy(X) onto (q1 ,q2 ). 
As applications of (3.1.4) and (3.1.7) we will study the Hilbert 
scheme H(d,g) and ce1~ain subfamilies which correspond to the 
image of some component of. D(d,g;s) via the morphism 
pr1 : D(d,g;s) -> H(d,g). 
Start with s = 2 ar.1d D(d,g;2)8 non-empty. Then we have a well-
defined tuple (q1 ,q2 ) and there are two cases to consider. 
1) H1 (I~(2)) = 0 for some (X,SYSJP) E D(d,g;2)8 
2) H1 (I~(2)) ~ 0 for all 
Note that any point (X.SY,SJP) E D(d,g;2)8 satisfies H1 (I;x:(2)) = 0 
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if ~ point does. ·This follows from the fact that we can charac-
terize the vanishing of H1Cix(2)) in terms of the integers q1 
and q2 , see (1.3.10) if Y is a smooth quadric surface and ob-
serve that' H1 (I;x:(2)) = 0 if Y is singular. Using Ki.inneth's 
formula as we did in (1.3.10), we can easily see that 
1 I) H1(Iv(2)) = 0 
-A. 
iff or 
2') H 1 CI;x:C2)) /: o iff and 
in which case 
In general 
is proper, hence closed. Moreover in the first case (1), pr1 is 
a smooth morphism by (1.3.4), hence open. We deduce that 
pr1 (D(d,g;2)8 ) :Ls a smooth connected component of H(d,g)8 of 
dimension 




again by (1.3.10). Note that the dimension 
not given by 2d + g -1-8 if q2 < 3, i.e: if 
is, see (1.3.7) ru~d use that h0 (Ix(2)) = 1 
In the last case (2) or (2') 
of pr1(D(d,g;2)8 ) 
d < 4. Othe!'1,·dse it 
for d >4. 
is 
for any (X_::Y~JP) E D(d,g;2)8 by (1.3.10) since Y is necessarily 
smooth. In particular H(d,g)8 is non-singular along 
pr1 (D(d,g;2)8 ), m1d we have the following corollary in which (i) 
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corresponds to (1.') ihrith q2 < 3, and (ii) and (iii) correspond to 
q1 = 1 and q1 = 2 of (2') respectively. 
Corolla.:r;y 3 .. 1.8. Tl1e scheme pr1(D(d,g;2)8 ) of smooth connected 
curves which are contained in some surface of degree 2 form 
a smooth connected component of H(d,g)8 of dimension 
2d + g + 8 
except in the following three cases 
i) d <4 in which case pr1(D(d,g;2)8 ) is a smooth con-
nected component of H(d,g)8 of dimension 4d 
ii) d_:::5 and g = 0 in which case pr1 (D(d,0;2)8 )~D(d,0,2)8 
is a smooth connected scheme which is of codimension 
2(d-4) in H(d,0)8 • 
iii) d>6 and g = d-3 in which case pr1 (D(d,g;2)8 ) 
~ D(d,g;2)8 is a smooth connected scheme of codimension 
d-5 in H(d,g)8 , and H(d,g)8 is non-singular along 
D(d,g;2)8 • 
Compare (3.1.8 iii) v·rith (2.2.16E). 
Using the corollary above, we find that H(d,g)8 is sometimes 
disconnected. A classical example is H(9,10)8 which is a smooth 
scheme consisting of t110 connected components, both of dimension 36. 
See (N, § 15] or [H'I, IV,(6.4.3)] or [T]. Another example is the 
following. 
~am:ple.3 .. 19 .. II(10,12)8 is a smooth scheme consisting of t1r~o 
connectE:.d components, both of dimension 40. Indeed 
D(10,12;2)8 is non-empty since q1 = 3 and q2 = 7 is a 
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solution of 
10 = q1 + q2' 12 = (q1-1)(q2-1). 
By (3.1.8), pr1 (D(10,12;2)8 ) is a smooth connected component 
of H(10,12)8 • Horeover any curve X_sJP3 of H(10,12)8 
for which s(X);:: 3 is easily seen to be contained in a 
global complete intersection Y of type (3,4). The linked 
curve X' c Y is therefore a plane curve since x(I;x:(2)) = 1 
implies h 1 Cox(2)) ~ 0 and since 
by (2.3.3). The cone of X_s:JP3 is Cohen Macaulay, again 
by (2.3.3), so 
H(1o, 12)8 - pr1 (D(1o, 12;2)8 ) 
is smooth ~Qd connected by (2.3.6) of dimension 40 by (2.2.9) 
because 3d ::-- 2g-2 implies 2 0 = o. 
We now study the images of the components W(o,~) £ D(d,g;3) 
appearing in (3.1.L!-) via the first projection pr1 , and there are 
three cases to consider. 
1) H1(1x(3)) = 0 for some X = (X _s: Y .S J1?) E W( 6 ,!!!,) , 
2) H 1 ClxC 3) ) ~ 0 for any X = (X .S Y _s: JP) E W( o ,!!!_) and 
H1 CoxC3)) = 0 for some X E vl( 6 ,!!!,) , 
3) H1 (I;x:(3)) ~ 0 and H1 CoxC3)) ~ o for any x E W( o ,E!_). 
The case 3) did not occur in the discussion of s = 2 since 
H1 CJ.x(2)) ~ 0 implied H1 Cox(2)) = o. Observe that if H1 (I:x:(3))= O, 
1 
resp. H (Ox(3)) = o, for some x E W(o,!!!,), then the groups vanish 
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for any x = (X~YSJP) E S(b,!fl), L.e. :for any (X,SY~JP) such that 
X is a divisor on a smooth cubic surface Y. This is a con-
sequence of (3.1Q3) and of the last part of the theorem (3o1.4). 
Moreover what is the codimension of pr1 (W(6,!!!_)) in H(d,g)? 
To answer this, let V ~ pr 1 (W( o ,!!!,) ) be any irreducible component 
of H(d,g). Since the fiber of pr1 is of dimension h 0 (!x;yC3)) 
by (1 .. 3 .. '/.) for (X;:Y_sJP) E S(b,!!!_), we deduce 
dimpr1 (H(o,!!!)) = dimW(6,!!!_) -h0 (fx;yC3)) 
= d: g + 18- h 0 (IX/Y(3)) 
as in the discussion of (2. 3.10 i) • Using (2.2.14) we find 
dim pr1 (W(o ,~)) = 4d + y(3) 
where 1 1 y(3) = h (Ox(3))- h C.f.x(3)). Combining with 
4d ~dim v .:5,h0 (Nx) = 4d + h 1 (Ox(3)) 
(recall h 1 (NX) = h 1(ox(3)), see, (1.3.9C)) and observing that the 
inequality to the right is strict iff H(d,g) is singular at 
(X~ Jl?), see (1.2. 9), we get that 
where the inequality to the right is strict iff H(d,g) is singu-
lar along pr1 (vl(o,!!!_)). This gives 
Coroll?£Y3.1.10. i) If 
then pr1(W(6,m)) is a reduced irreducible component of 
H(d,g) of dimension 
Indeed pr1 (S(6,~)) is an open smooth subscheme of H(d,g), 
and if d > 10, s(X) = 3 (2.2. 7) and if X is integral, 
then 
ii) If 
H1Cox(3)) = 0 for some x E S(o,~), 
then pr1(l-J(o,g)) is a reduced subscheme of H(d,g) of 
codimension 1 h (I;x:(3)) , 
and H(d,g) is non-singular along pr1 (S(o,~)). 
iii) If V is an irreducible component of H(d,g) con-
taining pr1 (\if( o ,~)), then 
for any x = (X;::Y~JP) E S(!>,!!!_)). Moreover H(d,g) is 
singular along pr1 (W( 6 ,!!!_)) iff the inequality to the right 
is strict, and we have 
iv) In particular if pr1 (W(!>,!!!_)) is an irreducible com-
ponent, then 
h 1 ( I;x:( 3)) ~ h 1 (Ox( 3)), 
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We now ask: 
Does there always exist an irreducible component V~H(d,g) 
containing pr1 (W(6,~)) such that 
dim V - dim pr 1 (W ( 6 , ~) ) = [ h 1 ( IxC 3) ) - h 1 (Ox( 3) ) ] + 
where (XSYS.JP) E S(o,~) and where m+ = max(O,m) for 
mE;j. 
We pow by (3a1.10i,ii) that the answer is yes if H1(I;x(3)) = 0 
or H1Cox(3)) = o. Suppose therefore that 
H1(I (3)) ~ 0 and H1(0x(3)) ~ 0 
-X 
which is equivalent to 
Note that if the answer to the question above is positive, then 
H(d,g) is singular along pr1 (W(6,~)). We divide into two cases 
If pr1 (W(6~~)) is a non-reduced component of H(d,g), then (A) 
holds by (3a1.10iv); the question above deals with the converse 
which we think is true: 
Conjecture 3a1.11. pr1 (W(6,~)) is a non-reduced irreducible 
component iff (A) holds. 
Also in the case 
we expect that the answer to the question above is positive. 
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In the next section (3.2) we discuss the conjecture, and (B) is 
considered in the last section of this paper. 
Remark 3.1.12. lf W_sD(d,g;s) is an irreducible component 
satisfying 
coker ~cy = 0 2 and coker lxcY = 0 
for some (X,SY=JP), then (3.1.10)~ is true with obvious 
modifications, i.e. 
i) 1 If H (~~(s)) = 0, then pr1 (W) is a reduced component 
of H(d,g) of dimension 
ii) If H1Cov(s)) = 0, then pr1 (W) is a reduced sub-
·"· 
scheme of H(d,g) of codimension h1 (0x(s)), and H(d,g) 
is generically non-singular along pr1(W). 
iii) 
h 1 ( IxC s ) ) - h 1 (Ox( s) ) .:: dim v - dim pr 1 ( w) ,:: h 1 C.lxC s) ) 
for any component V of H(d,g) containing pr1 (W) etc. 
3.2. Non-reduced components of· H(d,g). 
In the preceding section we conjectured that pr1(W(o,m)) was a 
non-reduced irreducible component of H(d,g) iff 
One way is true by (3.1 .. 10 iv) , the unproven part is whether (A) 
implies that pr,.i(W(o,!!)) is an irreducible component of H(d,g). 
If so, pr1 (W(o,~)) is automatically non-reduced (3.1.10iv). 
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We are for the time being not able to prove the conjecture, so we 
illustrate by considering examples. These leads to a partially 
proof of the conjecture, namely that the images pr1 (W(o,~)) of 
the components W( o ,~) ~ D(d ,g; 3) of "maximal genus under the 
condition (A)", see (3o2a2), are non-reduced irreducible components 
of H(d,g). We end this section by a short discussion. 
To begin with, we give bounds for the degree d and genus g 
for curves X which satisfy (A). 
Lemma 3 .. 2 .. 1. Let (X,:::Y~JP~) ~ S(ti,E!_) and suppose that X is a 
smooth co~Dected curve of degree d and arithmetic genus g. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent 
A) 
A') 
where [ml denotes the greatest integer such that [m] ~m .. 
Proof. Assume (A). Then h1(Ix(3)) p 0 implies that s(X) > 2 
-
since the cone of a plane curve is Cohen Macaulayo Moreover we 
must have s(X) ~ 2 since the implication 
is true for smooth connected curves on surfaces of degree 2. 
Indeed the discussion for s = 2 just before (3.1.8) reveals that 
if s(X) = 2, then X lies on a smooth quadric surface Y ~JP1xJP1 
because H1(Ix(3)) ~ 0.. We easily deduce H1(ox(3)) = 0 by 
Klinneth's formula, see (1.3.10). 
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1-Je now have s(X) = 3 and e(X) 2:3. Using the theorem of speci-
ality of Peskine--Gruson CG.P] which states that 
e(X) + 4 S s(X) + sfyy , 
we deduce d 2:12. It follows that 
by(3.1.10i) and 
g > 3d- 18 by (3.1.10 iii) and (A). 
To prove 
it will be sufficient to find the maximum of the genus g of 
curves of degree d satisfying H1 (I~(3)) t 0 which are con-
tained in a smooth cubic surface. Consider the related problem 
of determining the largest genus g for which the degree d 
where d > 12 and the number m6 are constants (under the rela-
tions of (3.1.2*)). Let therefore 
$5 g:JR ->JR., 
JR the real numbers, be defined by 
where 
and where a is a constant. Straightforward calculas shows that 
g(x) has a maximlliu at the point (x1 , ••• ,x5) given by 
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Moreover 
1 2 g(~)max = 8 ( ( d+o.-2) + 4- 4n(a-1)) • 
Varying a between 0 and 2, we find that a = 2 gives the 
largest g(x) Thl. s number J.. s 
- max· 
1 2 8 cd -4). 
In view of (3 .. 1.3) 1tJe find that if X is any curve of degree 
d > 12 satisfying H 1 (I;x:( 3)) f. 0, then m6 _:: 2 or Oy(X) corre-
sponds to (o+9,o+3,:.5,3,3,3,3) for some o>2. If m6 _::2, then 
f""d2-4l 
g < L-J 
- 8 
by the maximum of t.he function g(x), and in the second case 
1 g = 2(5d-25) .. 
Since ~(5d-25) .:::_ ~(d2-4) provided d.::,12, we find 
id2-4J g.:::,L-
8 
in both cases. Thus 
Finally solving the inequality 1 2 3d-18 ~B(d -4), we deduce 
d2: 14, and (A') is proved.. For the converse, we use (3o1.10 iii) .. 
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Geometric Dicture of 
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g = 24 
g = 27 
30 .:s. g ::::. 31 
33 .::: g ~ 35o 
B~marJs).2 .. 2. For every d2:: 14 the maximum g = [d~-4] is 
achieved by some smooth connected curve satisfying (A'). 
So there is a component W(6,~) ~ D(d,[~(d2-4)J;3) con-
taining :points (X5:_Y~JP) satisfying (A'). Letting 
d = 4a + r where a> 4 and r = -2,-1, 0,1, 
we have the following four types of components W(6,~) 
of 11 maximal genus under the condition (A) 11 
- '18'1 
-
i) r = -2, ( 0 ,!_) l::: (3a.,a.,a,a.,a.,a.,2) and g = tCd2-4) 
ii) 
-1' ( 0 ,:!!!) (3a,a.,a.,a,a,a-'1,2) and '1 2 = 8 Cd -9) r = = g 
iii) r = 0 ( 0 ,Q!) = (3a.+'1,a+'1,a,a,a,a,2) and g = ~d2-8) 
iv) r '1 ( 0 ,!!!,) (3n+1,a.,a,a,a,a.,2) and g '1 2 = '8'(d -9). = = 
Next we consider the unproved part of the conjecture, i.e. the 
problem of determining whether pr1(W(6,!!!_)) is an irreducible 
component of H(d,g). For these considerations, classical in 
nature, we can as well suppose H0 (fx;yC3)) = 0 in view of 
(3.2.'1A'). 
More generally fix an irreducible component W ~ D(d,g;s) con-
taining points where X is a divisor on Y and where 
H0 (Ix;yCs)) = 0, and let V be any irreducible component con-
taining pr1(W). Using ('1.3.2), (1.3.12) and (2.2.14) we get 
where 
a 1 - a 2 < dim W = dim pr1 (W) -~ dim V res-
for (X5::Y~JP) sufficiently general in W. Now suppose that 
pr1(W) is not a component of H(d,g). Then we claim that 
for some point (X1 ~ JP) E V, i.e. that H0 (Ix (s)) = o. To see 
- 1 
this, suppose h0 (Ix (s)) ~ 1 for all (X1 = JP) E V. Then there 
1 
D(d,g;s) an irreducible component W' of such that 
pr1(W') = V. 
is 
By assumption, h0 (fx;yCs)) = o, i.e. h0 (I;x(s)) = 1 for some 
(X~YSJP) E W, so by semicontinuity, there is an open subset ucw 
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such that 
(XcYcJI?) E U. 
- .!!J!II" 
It follows that there is only one surface Y of degree s con-
taining X provided (X:= Y= JP) E U, and this combined with 
pr1(W') = V leads to the inclusion 
U c W' 
of .subsets of D(d,g;s). So WcW' and since W is an irreduci-
ble component of D(d,g;s), W = W'. We deduce 
pr1(W) = pr1(W') = V 
contradicting pr1 (W) ~ V. 
In particular if Y1 is a surface of degree r containing the 
"generic point 11 (X1 .S JP) of V, then 
r > s, 
and we deduce easily 
dim V = dim W (r) - h 0 ( Iv /Y ( r) ) 
-A1 1 
for some component W(r) .S D(d,g;r), see the discussion of 
(2.3.10i). This leads to 
Lemma 3.2o}. i) Let W c D(d,g;s) be an irreducible component 
containing points Cx:: Y:: JP) where X is a smooth con-
nected curve ruLd a divisor on Y and where 
Then pr1(W) ~ H(d,g) is an irreducible component provided 
the inequality 
4d + h 1 (Ox( s)) - h 1 ( I;x:( s)) 2: dim V 
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holds for those components V ~ H(d,g)8 whose"generic 
point" (X1 S JP) satisfies 
s(X1 ) > s 
hi(I~1 (~)) ~ hi(I~(~)) for all i and 





ii) If all curves of V, V a component ~f H(d,g), are 
contained in some surface of degree r, then there is a 
component W(r) c D(d,g;r) satisfying pr1(W(r)) = V such 
that 
where (X1 S Y1 _s JP) is a sufficiently general point of W(r). 
iii) If V contains an open subset U c V of curves 
-
x1 = JP which are contained in global complete intersec-
tions Y1 of type (f1 ,f2 ), then 
2 
dim V = dim W(f1 ,f2 ) -. L: h0 (I~ /Y (f1 )) 
1=1 1 1 
where W(f1 ,f2 ) is some component of D(d,g;f) satisfying 
pr1 (W(f))= V, and (X1 =Y1 =JP) is 11 generiC 11 in W(£). 
To use lemma (3.2.3) for s = 3 and W = W(o,m) in the situa-
tion of (A) or (A') to see that pr1 (W(o,~)) is a component of 
H(d,g), it will be sufficient to prove 
4d + h 1 (Ox( 3) ) - h 1 ( Ix( 3) ) ~ h 0 (Nx1 ) 
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or equivalently 
:for any smooth connected curve x1 ~ JP satisfying 
i~O and all \1. 
We now give :four examples of components W(6,m) satisfying (A) 
where we prove H1 (N~ ) = 0. 
1 
Example 3 .. 2 .. 4 • ..Qi.gJ. Let d = 14 and g = 24.. In view of 
(3.1 .. 6iii) there are two components of D(14,24;3) of the 
form W( o ,!B) .. 
W(6,!!!) where 
The image pr1 (W(o,~)) of the component 
(o,!!!) = (11,4,3,3,3,3,3) is a reduced irre-
ducible component of H(14,24) by (3 .. 1 .. 3) and (3.1.10 i). 
For (6,!_) = (12,4,4,4,4,4,2) we claim that the image 
pr1 (W(o,!_)) is an irreducible component of H(14,24), hence 
non-reduced. 
To prove this, let (X1 .::;JP)E H(14,24)8 be any curve satis-
e(X1):: 3.. It will be sufficient to fying 
prove 
s(X1 ) ~ Li- and 
1 H (~~) = 0 by (3 .. 2.3i). By Riemann-Roch, 
1 
xCI;x: (\I)) = c\13+3)- (14\1+1-24), 
- 1 
so xCiv (3)) = 1 and x(Iv (4)) = 2 and we deduce 
-A1 -A1 
If Y1 is a global complete intersection of type (4.4) 
containing x1 , then the linked curve X~ is a plane curve 
because 
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' by (2.3.3). The cone of X1 _:: JP will therefore be Cohen 
Macaulay, hence the cone of x1 _s: JP will also be, again by 
1 (2.3.3). We deduce H (NX ) = 0 by (2.2.9), and we are done. 
- 1 
(Once having that the cone of x1 ::; JP is Cohen Macaulay, we 
conclude easily. Without using this, we give another parti-
ally independent proof to illustrate (3.2.3ii). With nota-
tions as in (3.2.3) it will be sufficient to show 
dimV_::d+g+18 =56. Since h 0 (Ix (4))~2, (3 .. 2.3ii) 
1 
applies with r = 4, and we get 
dimV = dimW(4-)- h0 (Ix /Y (4))2dimW(4) -1 .. 
1 1 
Moreover since x1 is a divisor on Y1 for some surface 
Y1 of degree 4 (see (M 2] for a short proof) , 
dimW(4) = g+ 33 =57, 
see the discussion of (3.1.1), and we are done). 
Example 3.2.5. Let d = 15 and g = 27 and observe that the 
image pr1 (W( 6 ,~)) of the components W( o ,m) corresponding 
to (o,~) = (11,3,3,3,3,3,3) and (6,m) = (12,5,4,3,3,3,3), 
see (3 .. 1.6iv), form reduced and irreducible components of 
H(15,27) by (3.1.3) and (3.1.10i) .. The final component to 
consider corresponds to (12,4,4,4,4,3,2). We claim that 
the image og this component is an irreducible non~reduced 
component of H(15,27). 
To see this vre apply (3.1.3) and (3.1.6iv), and we get 
1 1 h (Ix(v)). = 0 for v¢ (3,4,5}, h (Ox(3)) = 1 and e(X) = 3. 
In view of (3.2.3i), let (x1 ::JP) E H(15,27)8 be any curve 
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satisfying 
where We need to prove 
First we claim 
1 h (Ix (v)) = o 
- 1 
for 'V ~ 5. 
In fact using Riemann-Roch's theorem, we get 
xCix Cv)) = cv+33)- (15v+1-27), 
-1 
so xC!.x1 C3)) = 1 and xCix1 (4)) = 1. Since s(X1 )_::l.J., 
xCix (3)) = -h '\r:x: (3)) + h 1 Cox (3)) = 1, and since 
1 1 1 
h 1 ( Ox1 ( 3)) _:: h 1 ( Ox(3)) = 1, it follows that 
1 h Cix (3)) = o. 
- 1 
Moreover since x ( Ix1 ( 4) ) = h ° C!.x1 ( 4) ) - h 1 ( Ix1 ( 4) ) = 1 , 
we find h 0 (Iv (4)) > 1, and we must in fact have 
-A1 -
h 0 (fx ( 4) ) = 1 
. 1 
from which we deduce h 1 (Iv (4)) = 0. Indeed if h 0 (fv ( 4 )),2: 2, 
~1 ~1 . 
then there is a global complete intersection of type (L~,4) 
containing x1 • By (2.3.3) the linked curve has degree 1 
and arithmetic genus -1, and such a curve does not exist. 
. 1 
The claim follows therefore from h (Ix(v)) = 0 for 
vt {3,4,5}. 





of type (4,5) containing 
is of degree 5 and genus 
x'1. The 
linked curve x'1 2 and satisfies 
1 h (Ix•Cv)) = o 
- 1 
for v I= 0 
I 
by (2.3.3). Then we claim that the cone of x1 =JP is 
Cohen Macaulay. Suppose not. Since xClx~(2)) = 1, we 
~ 
It follows that min... > 4 ·c~-deduce h0 (Ix•(2)) = 1. 
- 1 
where 
the integers 11 •• Jl belong to the minimal reduction of 
I~ = $H0 (It1 (v)) .. So min n3 . > 5 ~-
and the claim follows. 
which contradicts 
Finally, since the cone of I • X1 _:: JP ~s Cohen Macaulay, the 
cone of x1 _:::JP '"'ill also be by (2.3.3). We deduce 
H1 (Nx1 ) = 0 by (2.2.9) because e(X1 )_:3. (Using (2 .. 2.9) 
we can prove H1 (Nv ) = 0 directly in an easier way without 
-A1 
using liaison. Indeed we must also in this case prove 
1 H (L,r (3)) = 0 
-A1 Then (2.2.9) applies 
without difficulties if we observe that 
implies min n2 . >6 with ~- n .. J~ as in 
Before giving the last examples we want to add a remark which we 
will use in the following and frequently in Section 3.3. 
Remark 3 .. 2.6. Let R = k[X0 , .... ,x3], m c R be the irrelevant 
maximal ideal, and let X;: JP = JP~ . be a curve.. Put 
I =$H0 (Ix(v)), and consider the graded resolution (2.1.6) 
of I which v1e now suppose is minimal. It is easy to 
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prove that 
is exact for v E ~. By dualizing this sequence we get 
00 
where ~(A)v = EB Homk(H1 (I~(v)),k)o 
\J=-00 
of finite length, and if I 0 (N),SR is 
1 v Clearly Hm(A) is 
the fitting ideal 
defined by the t r 3-minors of N, then it is well known that 
i.e. that the radical r(I0 (N)) = m provided r 3 ,2:1. More-
over if Nj is the j-th row of tN, then I 0 (Nj) is the 
ideal generated by the elements of this row-vector. 
Clearly I 0 (N) c I 0 (N.), so 
- J 
r(I0 (N.)) = m =(X , ••• ,X3). J 0 
Recall also the following result which is a consequence of theorem 
(3.1)in [B.E]. 
Proposition 3.2. 7. Let I:: R = k[X0 ,x1 ,~ ,x3] be an ideal possess-
ing a minimal resolution 
r3 r2 r1 
0 -> jj R(-n3 .) !L> ~ R(-n21.) J:L> :9 R(-n11.) .!_> I -> O, i=1 l. i=1 i=1 
let K:: ( 1, 2, ••• , r 2} be any subset of cardinality r 3 , and 
let NK be the corresponding r 3-minor of N. If 
T = [F1 , ••• ,Fr1J and MK,i is the (r2-r3 )-minor of M obtained 
by throwing away the i-th row and the columns which corre-
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spond to K, then up to sign we have 
Example 3.2.8. Let d = 16 and g = 31, and there are two compo-
nents W(o,£!.) of D(16,31;3) given by (12,4,4,3,3,3,3) 
and ( 13,5, LJ-, Lf-, LJ-, 4, 2) by ( 3. 1. 6 v). The first one has an 
image in H(16,31) which is a reduced irreducible component 
by (3.1.3) and (3.1.10 i). VJe claim that the image of the 
second one is an irreducible non-reduced component of H(16,31). 
To prove this, let (X1 ~ JP) E H( 16,31 )8 be any curve satis-
fying s ( x1 ) ~ Lf- and 
where (X5: JP) E pr1 (8(6 ,~)). 
by (3.2.3). First we prove 
We must prove 
for i,\J E ~ 
h 1 (N ) < 1 
-X1 -
for \J t (5,6] 
in exactly the same way as we did in (3.2.5). Moreover 
since xCix1 (5)) ~ 6 
Y1 of type (4,5) 
there is a global complete intersection 
' containing x1 , and the linked curve x1 
which is of degree 4 and genus 1 satisfies 
H 1 ( Ix' ( \J ) ) = 0 
- 1 
for \) ¢ (1,0} and 
by (2.3.3)a Then we claim that the minimal resolution of 
I~ =$H0 (I;z:•(v)) must be of the form 
- 1 
0 -> R(-4)®-y N>R(-4)$1*Y$R(-3)EFY.x: -> R(-3)~$>R(-2)$2 ...;:> I~~O 
for some non--negative integers x and y .. f Indeed c(X1 ) ~ 0 
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and c(X~) _:: e(X~) = 0 implies 
maxn3i = c(X~) + 4 .::_ 4, 
max n2i = e (X~ ) + 4 = 4 , 
see the discussion after (2.2.7). Moreover since the reso-
lution is minimal, 
and combining with Riemann-Roch which implies 
we find a resolution as required. 
I Suppose y = o. Then the cone of X c JP and therefore the 1-
cone of x1 ,S JP will be Cohen Macaulay. 
by (2.2.9) because e(X1) ~ 3. 
We deduce 1 H (Nv ) = 0 
-A1 
Suppose Y?:.1, and let (O, ••• ,o,H1 , ••• ,Hx) be the trans-
pose of say the first column-vector of N. By (3o2.6) it 
follows that r((H1 , ••• ,Hx)) = (X0 , ••• ,x3) which implies 
x_:::4. This is impossible since if we consider the resolu-
I 
tion of r 1 above, we observe that x is the number of 
I 
the relations among the generators of I 1 of degree 2. 
Since there are just two such generators, x < 1. 
Example 3.2.9. Let d = 17 and g = 35. We claim that 
pr1 (W(6,~)) where (&,~) = (13,4,4,4,4,4,2) is an irre-
ducible non-reduced component of H(17,35). To see this, 
we observe that 
e(X) = 3, H1 (I;x:(v)) = 0 for v < 3 
- '19'1 -
satisfies 
s ( x1 ) ;: 4 and hi ( Ix: ( v) ) .::hi ( IxC v) ) 
'1 
for all i, v E j , 
then we easily :prove that H 1 (IX ( v)) = 0 for v < 5, and 
- 1 
that there is a global complete intersection Y1 of type 
(LJ-,5) containing x1 in exactly the same way as we did 
I 
in (3.2.5). The linked curve x1 which is of degree 3 
and genus 0 satisfies 
and arguing as in (3.2.8), we find that I~ =®H0 (I~~(v)) 
admits a resolution of the form 
Again if we can :prove y = o, we deduce H1 (NX ) = 0 as in 
- 1 
(3.2.8) and we are done. Assume therefore y?:_1 and let 
I 0 J , 
N = LN 1 
where 0 is the zero matrix and N 1 is a (2+x) X y matrix. 
N' induces a map 
I 
R(-4)$p JL_> R(-3)$q 
where :p = y and q = 2+x and we have I 0 (N) = I 0 (N'), 
say equal to I. Since depthiR = 4 by (3.2.6), we deduce 
x ;::: y + '1 by using the formula 
de:pthiR ~ (p-y+1)(q-y+1), 
see [E.NJ. Taking a non-vanishing y-minor NK of N and 
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one of the three generators F of of degree 2, then 
up to sign we have 
for some mil1or MK' of M (3.2.7). Since there are 
matrices A,B,C,O where 0 is the zero matrix of size 
x x (2+x) such that 
we find, after throwing away y columns and one of the last 
three rows and truring the determinant, that MK' = 0 be-
cause x_::: y + 1 • This gives a contradiction. 
The four examples of non-reduced components we now have con~idered 
correspond to a = L!- in (3.2 .. 2). We claim that, extending the 
analysis of these eJ~amples, it will cover all the components of 
"maximal genus for a non-vanishing of (3.2.2). Hence 
Theorem 2.2.10.. The image pr1 (W(o,~)) of any component W(o,m) 
described in (3.2.2) is a non-reduced irreducible component 
of H(d,g) of dimension d + g + 18 where 
Proof. Let d = 4-a. + r where a> 4 and r = -2,-1 ,0, 1. We have 
four types of components W(o,~) described in (3.2.2), and the 
components which correspond to a = 4 is already treated. 
St8..L--t with r = -2, d = 4a- 2 and the component W(5,!!!_) given 
by (o,~) = (3a,a,a,a,a,a,2). It follows that 
1 2 2 g = rr< d -4) = 2a - 2a • 
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We will first, for (X,;:: Y~ JP) E S( 6 ,!!!;) , prove that 
r 2(a-1-v)(a.-v) + 1 
h1(0x(v)) = l. 
for 1 < v <a 
0 for v =a. 
Indeed by using ( 3. 1 • 3 ii ) , 
where !;_ = Oy(X). As explained in (3.1.6iii) we see that ~(-v-1) 
corresponds to (3n,n,n,n,n,n, 1-v) for n = a- v- 1 , and if L' 
corresponds to (3n,n,n,n,n,n,O), then we clearly have 
for v > 1. 
-
Moreover one knows that 
6 m. +1 
= ( 5 +2 ) _ E ( ~ ) 
2 i=1 2 
II 
provided !;_ corresponds to a tuple (6,!!!;) satisfying (3.1.2**). 
In fact combining the exact sequence of the proof of (3.1.3ii) 
with Riemann-Roch, we get 
h o (L" ) o ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) = 1 + h wD 1 = 1 -X OD -1 == d D + g D 
provided D is a section of L 
reduced curve of degree d(D) 
0( ") dimension formula for h L 
Using this formula 1,ve get 
II 
which we can consider as a 
and arithmetic genus g(D). The 
follows easily from 
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1 
and we deduce easily the required formula for h (OX(v)). 
Next we claim that if (X1 5: JP) E H(d,g)8 is any curve satisfying 
s(X1 )~4 and hi(I;x: (v)).:_hi(!.x(v)) for all i and v, then 
. 1 
there is a global complete intersection Y1 of type (4,a) con-
taining x1 • Indeed 
h 1 cox ( 4) ) .:_ h 1 ( oxC 4) ) 
1 
= {2(a-4) (a-5) + 1 
0 
= 2a2 - 18a + 41 for a >4 
and since 
we deduce 
xCI;x:1 (4)) = (~)- (4d+1-g) = 2a2 -18a + 42 
for a > 4 
for a = 4 
for a= 4, 
i.e. that there is a surface Z of degree 4 containing x1 • 
Now it will be sufficient to prove 
we use the exactness of 
h 0 (I;x: ;z(a)) > o. 
- 1 
together with lz ~ OJP(-4) , and we deduce 
ho(lx1;z(a)) = ho(I;x:1 (a.))- Ca.31). 
Finally we find that h0 (I;x: (a)) > (a3- 1 ) because 
- 1 
For this, 
h 0 (Iv (a)) >x(Iv (a)) = (a.+33)- (a.d+1-g) > (a-31), 
-A1 - -A1 




If \'Te now follow the analysis for a. = 4 in (3.2.4), then it is 
straightforward to see that pr1 (W(6,~)) is a component of H(d,g). 
Indeed the linked curve ' x1 of x, is a plane curve because 
the degree d' = 2 and the genus g' = 0, or because 
h0 (I~'/Y ('1)) = h1 (ox (a.-1)) ~ o 
- 1 1 1 
by (2.3.3). It follows that the cone of x1 ~JP is Cohen Macaulay. 
Therefore any component V 5:H(d,g)8 as in (3.2.3 i) , i.e., with 
11 generic point" (X1 ~JP), must have postulated dimension (2.3.15) 
by (2.2.9)• (By (2.2.'12), V is a reduced component.) Hence 
dim v = g + 3 3 - h 0 ( Ix /Z ( 4) ) 
- 1 
by (2.3.17). Since dimpr1 (W(6,_!!!))~dimV we deduce from (3.2.3i) 
that pr1 (W(6,~)) is a component, hence non-reduced. 
Next let 
given by 
2 2a. -a.-1. 
r = -1, d = 4a - 1 and consider the component W( 6 ,,!!!) 
(6,m) = (3o:.,a.,a,a,a,a.-1,2). In this case g = ~(d2-9) = 
If (X~ Y~ JP) E S( 6 ,~), then we first prove 
1 h (Ox(v)) = (a-v)(2(a.-v)+1) for 1 <a.< v 
- -
in exactly the same way as for the case r = -2, d = 4o. - 2. 
Moreover if (X1 ~ JP) is the "generic point 11 of a component 
V ~H(d,g)8 satisfying 
for any i and v, 
then we prove that x1 is contained in a global complete inter-
section Y1 of type (4,a.+1) by the same proof as for the case 
r = -2. Furthermore "i:ve claim that 
for v < o:. • 
-
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To prove this, let Z be a surface of degree 4 containing x1 
and consider the exact sequence 
where Iz .:::: OJP( -4) • We deduce 
since we easily prove 
This gives 
v _:a. by liaison. 
On the other hand we have the identities 
xCI;z: (v)) = cv;3)- (dv+1-g) = Cv31 ) + (a.-v)(2(a-v) -1), 
1 
the last equality is seen by using d = 4a. - 1 , g = 2a2 - 2a 
and cv;3) _ cv31) 2 Combining we get = 2v + 2. 
H1 (I;x (v)) = 0 for 1<v<a 
- 1 - -
as required. 
If we now ~ollow the analysis for a = 4 in (3.2.5), then we 
easily prove that pr1 (W(o,~)) is a component of H(d,g). 
Indeed the linked c~~e t x1 of x1 by y1 is of degree 5 
I 
c(X1 ).: 0 by (2. 3. 3). Moreover genus 2 and satisfies 
I 
and 
and by arguing as in (3.2o5), the_cone of x1 _sJP is Cohen Macaulay. 
We deduce that pr1 (W(6,~)) is a component by the last part of 
the proof of the case r = -2. 
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The remaining cases r = 0 and r = -1 is treated in a similar 
way as the case r = -1, using the same proof. Indeed with 
(X1 ~JP) E V as in (3.2.3 i) we prove 
1) x1 ~ Y1 for some global complete intersection Y1 of 
type (4-,a + 1). 
2) H1 (I;x: (v)) = 0 
- 1 
for v <a • 
And as a byproduct of the proof of (2), 
where Z is the surface of degree 4- containing . x1 • Then the 
linked curve X~ must satisfy 
We prove this by combining (2) and (3) with (2.3.3). If r = 1, 
.x.; is of degree 3 and genus 0, and we have precisely the same 
situation as in (3.2.9) from which we deduced that the cone of 
x1 _:: JP was Cohen Macaulay. Moreover if r = 0, :x.; is of 
I 
degree 4- and genus 1, and since the genus is positive, e(X1 ) = 0 o 
Again we have precisely the same numerical situation as in (3.2.8). 
The cone of x1 ,S JP is therefore Cohen Macaulay. It follows that 
dim V = g + 33 
by (2o3.17), and pr1(W(6,!!!_)) is a component by (3.2.3i), hence 
non-reduced. The proof is now complete. 
Recall the theorem on the majorization of the genus of curves of 
degree d stated in [G.P]. It says that the genus g of a 
smooth connected curve x1 of degree d which is not contained 
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in a surface of degree < s, is given by 
g < g(s) = 1 + ~(s + d- 4) r(s-r)(s-1 ) , provided 
- max c. s - 2s d>s(s-1), 
where 0 < r < s and d + r = 0 (modulo s) • Moreover g = g(s)max 
iff x1 is linked to a plane curve of degree r by a global 
complete intersection of type (s,d~r). Using this for s = 4 
and r = 2, i.e. for d = 4n- 2 where a. ,2::4, we find ' 
g(4 )max 
Compare with (3.2.2 i) • Now if ::> V 7 pr1(W(3a,a.,a.,a,a,a.,2)) is 
any component with 11 generic point" X1 ~JP, then s(X1)>3 by 
(3.2.3 i) , and by the theorem [G,P] above it follows that the 
cone of x1 ,SF is Cohen Macaulay. As in the proof of ( 3. 2. 10) , 
if Y1 is a surface of degree 4, Y1 ~ x1 , we easily deduce 
dim V = g + 3 3 - h 0 ( I:x: /Y ( 4)). 
1 1 
In view of (3.2.3i) we thus have a simple proof of (3.2.10) for 
one of the four classes of components of D(d,g;3) of "maximal 
genus under the condition (A)". However we have not been able to 
find such a simple proof for the other three classes, and the 
details of the proof of (3.2.10) seem. therefore necessary at 
least for these cases. 
Observe one more fact which follows from the theorem in [G.P]. 
Indeed solving the inequality 
we find d .2: 22. The curve x1 ~ JP appearing in the proof of 
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(3.2.10) is therefore contained in a surface of degree 4 provided 
d >22 (confirming with what we proved in (3.2.10)). We think it 
should be "easy" to prove the conjecture for all components 
W(o,!!!_),SD(d,g;3) satisfying (A) where g>g(5)max• Indeed in 
this case, with V as in (3.2.3i), V = pr1 (W(4)) for some 
component W(4),SD(d,g;4), and we know that W(4) has postulated 
dimension (2.3.17) by (3.1.1) in "most" cases. And if W(4) has 
postulated dimension, then it is easy to prove the conjecture by 
using (3.2.3i). Even if dimW(4) = g+ 33+ s for some integer 
s,:: d- 15, (3.2.3 i) applies, and the conjecture follows. We have 
worked out the details for one more class of components, namely 
the components of the form W(o,~ = W(3a+2,a+1,a+1,a,a,a,2) for 
a .2: LJ-. In this case if V 1 pr 1 (W( o ,!!!,) ) is a component of 
2 
H(d, d 8-4- 1) with "generic" point x1 ~ JP , then s(X1 ) = 4, and 
the analysis follows the lines of the proof of (3.2.10). We find 
that the conjecture holds for this class as well. (We ·can also 
prove the conjecture for the component W(13,5,4,4,4,3,2)SD(1?,34;3) 
where we also need to consider components V 1 pr 1 (W( o ,!!!.) ) satis-
fying s(X1 ) = 5, and this makes the computations more complicated. 
Compare with the example of section 3.3) • 
Therefore trying to produce counterexamples to the conjecture, 
one should perhaps consider components where g is not far from 
3d- 18. For instance if g = 3d- 18 and if we want to apply 
(3.2 .. 3), we must prove dimV = 4d or H1 (N;x:) = 0. However, if 
-1 
g = 3d--- 18, e = e(X1 ) . is small because of ed _:: 2g- 2 which 
implies e:;, 5 Q In many cases e = 3, and at least for these cases 
dimV = 4d provided V has postulated dimension, see (2.3.15) 
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and (2.3.17). So having confidence to the assertion that compo-
nents usually have postulated dimension; it should not be easy 
to find counterexrum_,?les near the line g = 3d- 18 either. More-
over if e is LJ. or 5, it looks like s(X1 ) > e(X1 ) if (X1 .= JP) 
is a "generic curven. If so, and if V has postulated dimension, 
dim V = LJ.d for all the cases where g = 3d- 18. (In fact there 
is only a finite number of components W( 6 ,!!!_) having g = 3d- 18 
since e(X) 2: 3 implies d < 90, see the discussion at the end of 
section 3. 3) • 
1) 
3.3. Singu1arities of codimension 1 of H(16,29). 
In Section 3.2 wefoundnon-reduced (i.e. generically~on-smooth 
components of the Hilbert scheme H(d,g) which were of the form 
pr1 (W(6,~)) for (6,~) suitably chosen. They satisfied 
As mentioned in the discussion of (3.1.11), we might also in 
the case 
B) 0 ~ h 1Cox(3)) <h 1Cix(3)) for some (X5::Y~JP) E 8(6,!!!,), 
expect that pr1(W(6,!!!,)) consists of singular points of H(d,g). 
Note that if X is a smooth connected curve, then (B) is equi-
valent to 
by the first part of the proof of (3.2.1). We can establish 
1) The characteristic of the field is zero. 
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some fur--the:c- i:.;.Ed:;!.,.Iali ties for the degree and genus deduced from 
(B), see tlle discussion at the end of this section. 
The following example deals with the Hilbert scheme H = H(16,29). 
In fact "~Je ohall p:cove that 
there 5_s an irreducible closed subset z::HC16,29) of 
dimen.sion L;.a. -- 1 = 63 of the form pr 1 (W( 6 ,!!!) ) where 
(3.3) (6,E.t.) = (12~1!·/~,4,4,2,2), consisting of singular points 
of H = H(-'16,29). Moreover if V is any irreducible 
component containing Z, then V is a reduced component 
of dimension L!-d = 64, and a sufficiently general point 
x1 ~ ]p of v satisfies 
' 
if \1 = 4 
if \1 ~ 4. 
Recall the question from the discussion of (3.1.11): Does there 
always exist a component V c H(d,g) containing pr1 (W(6 ,!!!) ) 
for which 
dim V- dimpr1 (W( 6 ,!!!) ) = (h 1 C!.xC3))- h 1 Cox(3)) ]+? 
Since 1 1 h (~(3))- h (Ox(3)) = 3d- g- 18 = 1, we conclude that the 
answer is the affirmative in this case, not only for one compo-
nent V:,:H(16,29), but for any component v::z. 
Unfortunately we have not been able to prove completely the (at 
least for this example) expected assertion that there is only one 
compom:-·L:t V of H(16,29) which contains z. If there are two 
or more cor.2;·onents, then by the characterization of the 11 generic 
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point" x1 ~ ]p of v appearing in (3.3)' it is impossible to 
distinguish their 11 generic points" by the dimension of the groups 
Hi(Ix1Cv)) for any i and v. Indeed if v1 and v2 are two 
components which contains Z with "generic pointsn x1 c JP and 
~~JP respectively, then 
hi(I;x: (v)) = hi(I~_(v)) 
-1 -2 
for any i and v. 
It follows that the corresponding Hilbert functions h0 (0X (v)) 
1 
and h0 (0X (v)) are the same. In view of (2.3.6) we will further 
2 
motivate why we expect that Z is contained in a unique compo-
nent V~H(16,29). Indeed if v1 and v2 are different compo-
nents containing z, then there are different components V~ 
and V~ of H(9,8) obtained by liaison. 
and x~,::JP are the 11 generic points" of v~ 
vely, then 
Moreover if X~ ;: JP 
and V~ respecti-
for all i and v • 
and the resolutions of I~ = $ H0 (I;x:• ( v)) and 
-1 I~ = <f> ~ (!.x; ( v) ) 
(2.3.8). Further-are numerically the same, see (2.2.10i) and 
more one may prove, by using (P.S.,(4.1)] as explained in (2.3.12), 
that v' 1 
I 
and v2 contain reduced curves. By further liaison, 
there are two components of H(7,4) containing reduced curves 
as well. We certainly do not think H(7,4), or equivalently 
H(9,8), contains two such non-distinguishable components. 
We shall prove 3.3 as follows. First with (6 ,.!!!,) = (12,4,4,4,4,2,2) -" 
we observe that if (X c Y c JP) E S( 6 ,m) where X is a smooth 
- - -
connected curve, then d = 16 and g = 29 by (3.1.2*), 
H0 (1x/Y(3)) = o by (3.1.10i) and h1(ox(3)) = 1, e(X) = 3 
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b;y ( 3 • 1 • 6 vi ) • I Since g <3d- 18, (B ) holds. In fact, by 
(3.1.10iii), since 
h 1 C!xC3)) = 2, and H = H(16,29) is singular along pr1 (W(o,!£)) = Z 
if there is an irreducible component VCH 
- ' 
Z cv such that· 
We know that 
dimpr1 (W(o,!!!,)) = dimW(o,!!!,) = d + g + 18 = 63, 
and it will therefore be sufficient to show dim V = 4-d = 64-. 
Indeed if V _:: H is any component which contains Z, and if 
x1 S JP is a sufficiently geheral point of V, then we will show 
H 1 (N:X ) = 0 • 
1 
It follows that V is a reduced component of dimension 4d. 
Furthermore we can by the proof of (3.2.3) suppose s(X1 )~4- in 
which case there is an irreducible component W(r)~D(d,g;r) 
for r = s(X1 ),2:4- such that V = pr1 (W(r)). Since x(I;x1 C5)) =4-, 
s(X1 ).::, 5. The :proof which now follows is long and technical, 
and we will therefore first give the ideas. 
In 1) we discuss the case s(X1 ) = 5, i.e. we study components V 
of H of the form V = pr1 (W(5)) which is not of the form V = 
pr1 (W(4)), and we divide into two cases 
i) e(X1 )~2 
ii) e(X1 )=3 .. 
In (i) we quickly see e(X1 ) = 2, and to show H1 C!x ) = o, we 
1 
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use (2.2.9) after having proved 
1 { 1 i.f \1 = 4 h <J-x ( \) ) ) = 
i.f v-J4 1 0 
by liaison and by using (3.2.6). In the case (ii) we .first prove 
1 \) ~ {3,4} h (I;x: (v)) = 0 .for 
- 1 
by liaison and (3.2.6). Then we use (2.3.6) which implies that 
if Y1 is a global complete intersection o.f type (5,5) contain-
I ing x1 , then the linked curve x1 is a "generic point" of some 
component of H(9,8). We then prove that this is impossible, and 
we have a contraction. We have by this proved that the family of 
curves given by (1,ii), if it exists, does not form a dense subset 
of any component V of H(16,29), V~Z. 
In 2) we analyse the case V = pr1(W(4)), and we consider three 
sub cases 
i ) c C x1 ) .:: 4 
ii) c ( ~ ) > 4 and e ( x1 ) < 2 
iii) c(X1 ) > 4 and e(X1 ) = 3 
For all three cases we prove that dim pr 1 (W( 4)) < 4d which implies 
that there are no component V of H(16,29) which contains Z 
and satisfies s(X1 ) = 4. This contradicts V = pr1(W(4)). 
1) As always (X5::JP) E pr1(S(6(s)) s Z and x1 :=JP is a suffi-
ciently general point of some component V containing z. Using 
(3 .. 1.3) and (3 .. 1 .6 vi) 
h1C.!.x(v)) = 0 for vi. (3,4,5,6}, h1Cox(3)) = 1 and e(X) = 3. 
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Combining with 
H0 (I;x: (4)) = o, xCix (2)) = 6, xCix (3)) = o and xCI;x: (4)) = -1, 
- 1 1 1 1 
and for later use xCI;x: (5)) = 4, we deduce 
- 1 
H1(Iv (v)) = 0 for v ¢ {3,4,5,6} 
-A1 
h 1 C Ix C 3) ) = h 1 Cox < 3) ) < 1 
~ 1 1 -
h 1 Cix ( 4) ) = 1 and e ( x1 ) ~ 2 ,. 
1 
1,i) Suppose e(X1 ) = 2 and let Y1 be a global complete inter-
' section of type (5,5) containing x1 • The linked curve X1 ~> Y1 
is of degree d' = 9 and g' = 8 and satisfies 
h0 (1x~;y1 (v)) = h1(ox1(6-v)), 
h1(ox'Cv)) =·h0 (Iv /Y (6-v)). 
1 -.A1 1 
and 
I I I We deduce s(X1 ) = 4, c(X1 ) = 2, e(X1 ) = 1, and knowing this we 
find by the arguing of (2.2 .. 10 i) that the resolution of' the ideal 
I~ = ® ~C.!.x~ ( v)) must be 
0-> R(-6) 1L> R(-5)% -> R(-4)f:El6 ->I~ ~ 0 , 
where R = k[X0 ,X1 ,~,x3 ] is a polynomial ring. If the trans-
pose of N is 
then by (3.2 .. 6) and by the fact that deg Li = 1 for all i, we 
deduce 
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It follows that the cokernel of 
t 




except for v = 2, and by (3.2.6),this cokernel is pre-
H1(Iv•(v))v. Thus 
-.A.1 
0 = h1(Iv•(v)) = h1(Iv (6-v)) 
-.A.1 -..A.1 
for v < 1 
-
and c(X1 ) = 4. We deduce H1(Nv ) = 0 by (2.2.9). 
-.A.1 
1,ii) Suppose 
is a global complete intersection such that deg F. = 5 for i = 1, 2 
l. 
and if X~ c..> Y1 is the linked curve, then r.; = EB H0 (IX • ( v) ) has 
- 1 
a resolution of the following form 
0 -+ R( -7) S R( -6 )r&y !> R( -~6 'f'Y+3® R( -5 )EEJx-+ R( -5 )EEJx ® R( -4 )®2 ® R( -3) ... I~ ... 0 
for some non-negative integers X and y. We deduce such a reso-
lution from s(X~) = 3, I c(X1) = 3 and e(X~) = 1 
puting xCI;x: (v)) for different v's. 
- 1 
Suppose y = 0 
for iE[1,3] 
and let 
and deg S. = 2 
l. 
[L1,L2,L3,s1, ••• ,sxJ 
for all i E (1 ,x]. 
R®3 ®R@x tN> R -.;;> H1(I •(v))v--;> 0 
2-v 1-v 3-v -11 
and by com-
where deg L. = 1 
l. 
Since 
is exact by (3.2.6) and since h1(I;z:,(2)) = 1, it follows that the 
codimension of the vector space (L1 ,L2 ,L3)1 in R1 is 1, 
where (L1 ,L2 ,L3)1 is graded piece of the ideal (L1 ,L2 ,L3)sR 
of degree 1 o Moreover by ( 3. 2. 6) 
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which proves that 
considered as subvector spaces of R2 • Since the k-vector space 
(L1 ,L2 ,~3 )2 is 9 dimensional and R2 is · 10 dimensional, we 
deduce 
which proves 1 for v<1 ioe. that c(X1 ) = 4. that h Cix' C v)) = 0 
- ' - 1 




is exact and since the composition 
R$J"+3 ED R$X tN~ R ,:f) REtry p~ REtry 
2-v 1-v 3-v 2-v 2-v 
iS the zero map for v = 2 where P is the projection onto its y 
last factors, it follows that 
Suppose y = 1 and let 
where degL1. = 1 = degH. and degS. = 2 for all i. Using J_ J_ 
(*) for y = 1 and v = 2 we deduce (L1 ,L2 ,L3 ,L4 ) 1 = R1 • 
Moreover by (3.2.6) and the linearity of the Hi's, 
(X0 ,X1 ,x2 ,x3) = r((H1 , ••• ,Hx)) = (H1 ,.o.,Hx) 




easily deduced. It follows that 
for \1_:1, i..e. that c(X1 ) = 4. 
Now since H1 (I~1 (5)) = 0 and H1Cix1(1)) = o, (2.3.6) applies. 
' It follows that x1 _sJP is a "generic point" of some component 
v' ;::H(9,8), and since s(X~) = 3, v' = pr1(W) for some irre-
ducible component We D(9,8; 3). Observe that it is not clear that 
-
we can use (3.1.10 ii) since we do not know whether the surface Y1 
' of degree 3 which contains x1 is non-singular. However we 
can apply (3.1.12 ii) because 
k d 12, co er a.x • cY = 0 an coker X c v: . = 0 
1- 1 1-.11 
by (2.2.9). It follows that pr1(W) is not a component of H(9,8) 
because H1(fxt(3)) .j G. Hence X~ is not "generic", and we have 
1 . 
a contradiction (or we can use the discussion concerning the example 
(2.2.10 ii) appearing right before (2.2.13) to see that 
not "generic"). 
x' 1 is 
2) Let V be an irreducible component of H(16,29) containing Z, 
and suppose that V = pr1(W(4)) 
This time h0 (Iv (3)) = 0 and 
~1 
for some component . W(4) =.n(16,29;4). 
h 0 (Iv (4)) = 1, so 
-.A.1 
and h 1 ( Iv ( 3)) = h 1 (Ox ( 3)) < 1. 
-.A.1 1 -
Moreover let Y1 be a surface of degree 4 which contains x1 • 
2,i) Suppose c(X1 ) _: 4. By the discussion just befox-e (2. 3.8), 
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and the conditions of (2.2.9) are satisfied. Thus 
cokeray _cy = 0 
-,_ 1 
and 2 coker lx c:y = 0 • 
1- 1 
Using (3.1.12 ii) , 1,ve find 
dim pr·1 (W( 4)) = dim V - h 1 C!.x1 ( 4)) , 
contradicting pr 1 (\v( 4)) = V. 
2,ii) Suppose c(X1 )>4 and ~(X1 )_:2. Since the surjectivity 
of 
is implied by the surjectivity of 
H0 (OX ( v) ) ® H0 ( <?Jp ( 1 ) ) -> H0 (OX ( V+ 1 ) ) 
1 k 1 
which is true by Castelnuovo 1 S lemma, if H1 (oX (v-1)) = o, i.e. 
1 1 
if v- 1 > e(X1 ), see [M1, Lect 14], we deduce that if H (I;x: (5)) = 0, 
-1 
then H1 (Iv (v)) = 0 for v>5. Hence since c(X1 )>4, it follows 
-.A1 -
that H1(Ix (5)) ;i o, and since xCI;x: (5)) = 4, h 0 (I;x: (5)) Z:5 
1 - 1 1 
which proves that there is a global complete intersection 
Y~ = V(F1 ,F2 ) containing x1 such that deg F1 = ~- and deg F2 = 5. 
The linked curve X~ c....> Y~ is of degree I d = 4 and genus 
g 1 = -1 and satisfies e(X~) .::_ 0 and 
1 1 { 2 h CI;x:1(v)) = h (I;x: (5-v)) = 
1 - 1 0 
for v = 1 
for v ~ {-1,0,1} 
by (2.3.3). This gives c(X~) = 1 > e(X~), so 
c(X 1 ) + L~ = 5 = max n3i >max n2i >max n1i 
where the integers nji belong to the resolution of I~ = EB :rf> C!x~ ( v )) • 
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In particular using [P.S.,(4.1)] there is a global complete inter-
section Y~ = V(G1 ,G2) containing X~ such that deg Gi = 3 for 
i = 1,2 and such that the linked curve x" 1 by y~ 
and of degree d 11 = 5 and genus g" = 0. Moreover 
1 H Clx"Cv)) = o 
1 
for v¢ {1,2,3} 
is reduced 
1 
and h (Iv"(1)) = 2. 
-A1 
Now a result of Castelnuovo says that 
h 1 (Iv11 (v)) 
-A1 
creasing for 
is decreasing for 
dll \) > (7]-1 = 1. 
. d" 
v>(-]-1 = 1 
- 2 . 
We deduce 
and strictly de-
And this is all we need; the general theory will now produce a 
contradiction. In fact since X~ is reduced and since e(X~) < 1 , 
it follows that H1(Nv") = 0. By the exact sequence of (1.3.1 C), 
-A1 
see the discussion right before (2.2.14) for further details, we 
have a surjective map 
y ; H 1 (I 11 ( 3) )®2 -> coker a.x11 ...-v" -x~ 1-~ 
I - 1 
and this combined with (2.3.11) leads to 
dim cok~r ax" q" = dim coker a.X • q" ~ 2. 
1- 1 1- 1 
Using c(X~)~2 and e(X~)~2 and the exact sequence of (1.3.1C), 
we deduce that 
Thus 
dim coker a. X cY' ~ 2. 
1- 1 
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Observing that there is an irreducible component W(4,5)SD(16,29;4,5) 
such that pr1 (W(lf-,5)) = V = pr1 (W(4)) we get 
by (3.2.3 iii). Moreover if A 1 (d,Od) is the tangent space of 
W(4,5) at (x1 .:::Y~,SJP), then by (2.2.14) 
dim A 1 ( d, o d) - h 0 ( Ix /Y 1 ( 4) ) - h 0 ( Ix /Y 1 ( 5) ) = 
-- -1 1 -1 1 
4<1 - h 1 ( Ix ( 4) ) - h 1 ( Ix ( 5) ) + dim coker ax cy • .::, 4d - 1 
1 1 1- 1 
which gives a contradiction. 
2,iii) The final case is c(X1 ) > 4 and e(X1 ) = 3. As in (2,:ii) 
we conclude that H1(Ix (5)) ~ 0, so there is a global complete 
-1 
intersection Y~ = V(F1 ,F2 ) ::x1 such that deg F1 = 4 and 
deg F2 = 5. The linked curve X~ C..> Y~ is of degree d' = 4 
and genus g 1 = -1 and satisfies 
h 1(Iv1(2)) = 1, h 1(Iv•(1)) = 2, H1 Clx•(v)) = 0 for v¢ [-1,0,1,2}. 
:A.1 -A1 1 
Easy computations show that the resolution of I~ = e> IfJ (f.x.; ( v)) 
must be of the form 
Assume y = 0 
and deg S. = 2 
1. 
ano. let tN = [L1 ,L2 ,s1 , ••• ,s1+x] where degLi = 1 
for all i. Since h1 (Ivr(1)) = 2, the k-vector 
-A1 
space (L1 ,L2 ) 1 :: R1 is of dimension 2, and since we know that 
r((L1 , L2 , s1 , ••• ,s1+x)) = (X0 ,x1 ,~,x3 ) by (3.2.6), x>1. 
However if x~2, the (2+x)-minor M1 , 3+x' see (3 .. 2.7) for 




11 0 ••• 0 
' 1 0 0 0 • 0 
det • • .. • 
1 0 • • 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 1 
2 1 • • 0 1 ,_ 
is zero (the numbers in the matrix above denote the degrees of 
the elements at that place, the elements of degree zero is how-
ever zero since the resolution is minimal). By (3.2.7) this is 
impossible. So x = 1 and since 
it follows that {S'1 ,S'2} form a regular sequence in t4e ring 
R/(L1 ,L2 ). Hence 
dimk(S'1 ,rr2 )2 = 2 and dimk(S'1 ,S'2 )3 = 4 o 
This gives 
and 1 h ( I:x: I ) = 1 .. 
- 1 
Unfortunately the assumption H1Cix 1 (n1i-4)) = 0 of (2.2.9) is 
1 
not satisfied. We used this assumption in the proof of (2.2.9) 
2( I I) to conclude that 0 ExtR r1 ,r1 = 0. However combining (2.1.6) 
with x = 1, we find 
Following the first part of the proof of (2.2.9), we find 
I 1 because c(X1 ) <min n2i o Thus h (N:X:1) _:: 1, and now the argu-
1 
ments at the end of (2,ii) apply and we get 
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and 
which gives the contradiction. 
Suppose y ~ 1 and let 
t _ [L S J 
N- 0 N' 
where L,S, 0 and N1 are matrices o:f size 1 x (2+y), 1 x ( 1+x), 
yx (2+y) and yx (1+x) respectively. Since h 1(Iv• (1)) = 2, 
-a1 
L = (L1 , ••• ,L1+x] I= o, say L1 I= 0. Observe that the ideal I 0 (N) 
generated by the (1+y)-minors of N and the ideal generated by 
the y-minors o:f N' satisfy I 0 (N) ,SI0 (N') and also 
by (3.2.6). On the other hand it is well known that 
depth 1 R < (1+x-y+1 )(y-y+1) = x- y + 2, 
I 0 (N ) -
see (3.2.9). Thus x,:::y+ 2. Now choose a non-vanishing y-minor 
I I NK' of N , and let NK be the (1+y)-minor given by 
I:f F is a generator o:f I' 1 of degree 2, then 
l\:,x+3 = :': N~ • 
However i:f we throw away the last row, the :first column and y of 
the last (1+x) columns of M, and take the determinant, we will 
see I\:,x+3 = 0 because x;:_y+2 (the matrix M has too many 
entries which are zero). This gives a contradiction, i.e. curves X~ 
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as above having y?: 1 do not exist, and the proof of the claims 
of (3.3) is completeo 
Without going into the details, we will mention that if W(6,m) 
is any component of D(d,g;3) which contains smooth connected 
curves such that 
g 2 ~(d-18) 
provided d 2:46. There are a few exceptions to this lower bound 
in the range 33 ~ d ~ 45,, and they satisfy 
6 
12 < 6 < 15- L: m •• 
. - - J.. i=1 
Moreover since H1Cox(3)) ~ 0 implies 3d~2g- 2, we also have 
g_2:~d+1, 
and this gives a better bound provided d _:: 32o Using these 
inequalities, we find that if W(6,~) is any component which 
contains smooth connected curves and which satisfies the condi-
tion (B), then the degree d and the genus g must belong to 





In fact the component W(12,4,4,4,4,4,1) c D(15,25;3) is mini-
mal under the condition (B) both with respect to the degree 
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